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PREFACE.

The subject of explosives is, chiefly

through the labors of M. Berthelot,

now recognized as a part of the exten-

sive subject of thermo-chemistry. A
certain amount of chemical action in-

volved in any particular combustion,

means to the chemist a determinate

fixed amount of sensible heat evolved,

and an equally determinate amount of

possible mechanical effect. Thus the

relative value of various explosive com-

pounds may be determined with a fair

degree of certainty from a knowledge

of the chemical elements concerned.

The modern theory here recognized

is the basis of the manufacture of the

various forms of explosives which are
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now adapted to such a wide variety of

purposes; the arts of peace requiring

even more than the art of war.

In the Appendix will be found a

valuable bibliography, prepared by Mr.

W. H. Farrington, relating to the con-

stitution and preparation of explosive

substances. This is only a part of a

more extensive list, which included ap-

plications
,
prepared by Mr. Farrington

for Van Nostrand''s Monthly Record

of Scientific Literature . G. W. P.
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In presenting this translation to the

public, I desire to express my thorough

appreciation of the aid which I have

received from Dr. T. O’Conor Sloane,

E. M., of New York, and Prof. Chas. E.

Munroe, Ph. D., of the United States

Naval Academy, at Annapolis, Md. The

former gentleman compared my manu-

script with the original text before

publication, while the latter revised my
proofs after the article had been put

in type. It gives me great pleasure to

acknowledge my indebtedness to them.

M. B.





EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS.

I.

General Observations in the Force of

Explosives.

1. The force of an explosive may be

understood in two ways according to the

different senses in which the word is ap-

plied, that is, it may be considered either

as the pressure developed or as the work

accomplished. It frequently happens

that the word force is used to represent

the pressure resulting from the explosive,

or (to put it more definitely) that pro-

duced by the gas arising from the de-

composition. It is this which is the cause

of the bursting of shells and the breaking

down of walls in mines

.

But this definition is not complete, for

the reason that hydraulic pressure would

effect similar results without producing

any notable ultimate effects, whereas cer-
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tain mechanical results follow as the re-

sult of explosions, such as the noise, or

the extended fracture of rocks, the pro-

jection of balls, of bullets, and of frag-

ments from shells shattered by the ex-

plosion.

2. The following detailed list includes

the principal applications of explosives

in industrial and military arts.

First—The bursting of shells by black

powder or its substitutes.

Second.—The breaking of masses of

cast or wrought iron, such as bears,

which accumulate below the tap hole of

cupolas, or which form in the crucibles

of blast furnaces, causing the suspension

of all work. Black powder is almost en-

tirely without action on such material,

and it becomes necessary to use some

stronger agents, such as nitro-glycerin,

or dynamite, or even compressed gun-

cotton, in order to break into pieces the

cast or wrought iron.

Third.—The destruction of metallic

bridges by twisting, tearing, or other-

wise removing them from their location,
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to prevent their use in times of war,

with the utter ruin of their fragments

either on land or under the water, so

that the bridge cannot be reconstructed.

Fourth .—The breaking, rupturing and

piercing of rails and metallic plates, such

as armor or sheathing and the like.

Fifth .—The destroying or rendering

useless of pieces of ordnance, steel, cast

iron or bronze, either by bursting them

with dynamite or blowing off the trun-

nions.

Sixth .—The blasting of rocks by means

of dynamite, gun-cotton, or any of the

various forms of black powder (gun

powder, mine powder, etc.).

This blasting may have for its object

the simple dislocation of the rocks, or

else their reduction into smaller pieces,

which remain in situ or are trimmed

and piled in heaps for some industrial

use, or they may be employed for

some military operation. Finally, it is

possible to pulverize the rocks into pow-

der or into very small pieces • when it is

desired to dig a hole or make an opening in
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the ground. The differences in rocks on

account of their hardness, their tenacity,

or their aquiferous or fissure-like character

demand a great diversity in the use of

explosives, which are necessary to pro-

duce any desired result.

Some very interesting applications of

both dynamite and gun-cotton have re-

sulted from submarine blasting and by

their employment, it becomes possible to

make constructions, which heretofore have

been deemed impracticable.

Seventh.— The destruction and exca-

vation of clay banks or earth works by

dynamite and the digging of chambers

and passages in clay or earth.

Eighth .—The demolition of all kinds

of masonry, the destruction of bridges,

tunnels, constructions of all sorts, gal-

leries in mines, etc.

Ninth .—The breaking of ice and the

removal of icicles by extensive displace-

ment of the material
;
for this variety of

work dynamite is especially adapted.

Tenth .—The breaking of wood by

splitting, cutting, or tearing, such as the
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removal of standing timber by using

dynamite in land clearing or in war
;
the

breaking down or overthrowing of pali-

sades
; the demolition and breaking up

of piles under water ; the tearing up

and breaking of buried stumps of trees.

Eleventh .—The destruction of floating

vessels
;
the breaking up of stranded

ships or submarine wrecks.

Twelfth .—The destruction of torpe-

does
; of submarine or subterranean mines

from a distance.

Thirteenth .—The projection of balls,

bullets, shells, etc
,
from various weap-

ons, guns, cannon, etc.

Fourteenth .—The projection of rock-

ets by the combustion of an internal

charge of powder.

Fifteenth .—The ignition by primers

or detonators, which determine explo-

sions in the main body of gunpowder or

dynamite.

We shall not at present refer to the

pyrotechnics, that is to say, the use of

powder as the agent for producing lights

and fireworks. The theory of these dis-
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plays is entirely different from those which

we are about to consider.

3. The different applications of ex-

plosives which we have just enumerated

are due equally to the pressure and the

work produced by these substances.

The pressure depends principally upon

the nature of the gases formed, on their

volume and on their temperature.

The work on the other hand is princi-

pally dependant upon the amount of

heat given off, which is the criterion of

the energy developed. In other words,

the maximum loork which an explosive

substance is capable of producing is pro-

portional to the quantity of heat given off

in consequence of the chemical decom-

position of the explosive, the substance

being taken at the existing pressure and

temperature, and its theoretical products

reduced to the same conditions.

4. Let Q be this quantity of heat,

expressed in calories, the corresponding

effect translated into kilogrammeters

would be according to the mechanical

equivalent of heat, 425 Q. This figure
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expresses the potential energy of the ex-

plosive. Without a doubt, this is a limit

that is never reached in practice, but it is

necessary to be familiar with it as the

only absolute term for comparison.

5. The effective transformation of this

energy into work depends upon the vol-

ume of gas, the temperature, and the law

of expansion. This transformation is

never complete
;
and, moreover, only a

portion of the work developed is utilized in

the application. For instance, in guns,

the work which communicates to the

projectile its mechanical energy is all

that is taken into account ;
it rep-;

resents the actual amount utilized, while

the work used up in heating the walls

of the weapon, and in moving the gases

and the air projected, is lost. An im-

portant fraction of the energy always re-

mains unused in the form of heat locked

up in the gases, or else communicated

to the projectile, to the gun, etc.

The calculation of this diverse distri-

bution of energy between the heating,

the mechanical work done, the mechan-
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ical energy communicated, and vibratory

movements of the ground and of the air,

is most complicated.

6. The following are some general

ideas in this connection, ideas which we
think it best to present at this juncture.

In considering the work for which ex-

plosives are to be employed, they are

distinguished as strong powders and weak
powders

,
rapid poioders, and slowpowders.

7. Strong and rapid powders .—The
materials whose chemical decomposition

takes place very rapidly, such as mercury

fulminate, produce principally the effect

of crushing rocks in situ
,
or breaking

the shells of hollow projectiles into a

multitude of small fragments, the elas-

ticity of the entire mass not having

time to come into play
;
they constitute

what are called the breaking powders.

Furthermore, the mechanical energy of

translation communicated to particles con-

tiguous to the powder, becomes predomi-

nant in consequence of the sudden pro-

duction of the enormous pressures which

is particularly characteristic of this class
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of powders. It influences in a special man-

ner the surrounding gases, the molecules

of which find themselves set in mo-

tion all of a sudden with a rapidity

very much greater than that of their

actual change of place, which is, as is

known, closely comparable to the ex-

act velocity of sound in gases
;
in con-

sequence, the molecules of gas tend to

accumulate, the one on top of the other,

and to produce the effects of a shock,

and even of rupture, which may be com-

pared to those which result from the

shock or the pressure of an extremely

hard, solid body.

Such are the extreme effects produced

by the almost instantaneous explosion of

a breaking powder. But if the decom-

position is retarded a little, and if

the potential energy is considerable

{strong powders), the explosive has a

tendency to produce a tearing or shearing

in the lines of the least resistance, even

of metals having the greatest resisting

powers. These effects extend for some

distance into the mass of compact sub-
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stances of moderate tenacity, and the

result is dislocation. They produce these

results without projection, provided that

the masses to which the movement is

communicated are of sufficient size.

In the employment of strong and break-

ing powders, it is not necessary to tamp

at all, or but little, since the com-

munication of the pressure takes place

by mere contact before the products

formed have time to drive away the com-

pressed air.

It is thus, that a feeble charge of dy-

namite placed in the open air on a hewn
stone, and covered by a simple sand-bag,

is sufficient to break that stone into small

pieces. A single cartridge containing

150 grams of dynamite (of 75 per cent.),

will, in this way, break a block having a

surface equal to 60 — 80 square decime-

ters and a thickness of 40 centimeters.

The piece will be broken up following

the cracks which radiate from the center

of the explosion, and is analogous to that

which would be produced by the impact of

a mass of iron falling from a great height
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In a word, the effect is that of a gigantic

shock, and is extremely brusque. Besides

this, dynamite may be used to break a

block according to a given design, as if

by a wedge. All that is necessary is that

a furrow shall be marked along the sur-

face, with a central drill-hole in which

the charge is placed.

It is in consequence of this means of

propagating the pressure, that the depth

of a blast-hole may be made much
less when dynamite is used. This is

not all. In a blast-hole, the effect of the

layers and crevices in the rock do not

seriously influence the action of such a

powder, providing, however, that the lay-

ers or crevices are not directed towards

the center of the shock. These powders

are also greatly preferred for displacing

fissured and aquiferous territory
; they

excel all others in tearing down a sand

bank, or for enlarging a stony excava-

tion. The conditions under which they

act, are such that they may be employed

equally well for driving a shaft in the

ground, of medium size, perpendicu-
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lar to the surface, always in the direction

of the least resistance, and. without pay-

ing any attention to the breaking of rocks

that may lay in their pathway.

With such powders, the effect of suc-

cessive explosions in the same chamber

are cumulative, that is to say, the fis-

sures produced by the first shock are in-

creased with the second
;
by taking ad-

vantage of this circumstance, it is pos-

sible to obtain pieces of much greater

dimensions than could have been ob-

tained by one single operation, using the

entire quantity of dynamite.

These different properties which char-

acterize the action of dynamite, lead

us to regard it as the type of the strong

and rapid powders.

8. Strong and Slow JPoioders .—Black

powder or gunpowder is also a strong

powder, although for equal weight, it is of

considerable less power than dynamite
;

but at the same time it is a slow powder.

In consequence it produces a pressure

which increases more slowly, and is of

longer duration. It does not break the
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material in situ into small fragments.

This quality, which is very important for

certain purposes, for instance, in the min-

ing of coal, where it is desirable to break the

material into as large pieces as possible,

since this substance is quite brittle and

easily cracked. Black powder will also

break an empty projectile into a smaller

number of pieces with less effort, and

these can then be driven further for the

same expenditure of energy, less of it

having been consumed in the work of

rending.

On the other hand, black powder has

less effect, and does not break rock in a

mine in a desired direction when the

mass is very compact and strongly

adherent. It is easily turned aside, es-

pecially if the tamping or charge has not

a greater resistance than that of the di-

rection in which the rock has the least

resistance, and the masses which become

detached in the direction of the least

resistance are frequently thrown to some

little distance by black powder. On this

account it is necessary to make the drill
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holes very deep and sometimes inclined

at an angle of 45° for the purpose of

giving a convenient length to the tamp-

ing, which is an element of expense.

The cracks and cleavages adjoining the

charge lessen the effect of the explosion.

They weaken it until the effect is nulli-

fied
;

if these cross the drill holes the ex-

pansion of the gases from the powder

frequently takes place in the interior

cavities, it is then that the mine blows.

Also, in fissured rocks much time is often

lost in closing up with rammed clay the

cracks whjch are connected with the drill

hole, whereas this work is unnecessary

when dynamite is used. For similar rea-

sons it is of little value in blasting argilla-

ceous or aquiferous rocks, in calcareous

tufas, in conglomerates, and in beds of

sand of high resistance, in one direction,

and slight resistance in others. It

has little effect, for directly oj)posite

reasons, in very hard and tenacious

rocks, such as quartzite and certain fel-

spars.
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These circumstances, in addition to

the fact that black powder has less force

(the effect of one part of dynamite is re-

garded in practice as equivalent to two

and one-half parts of black powder), ex-

plain the preference given to dynamite

in most mining operations.

Nevertheless, black powder possesses

certain advantages due to the gradual

increase of the pressure which allows it

to transmit its effects to a distance, for

instance, in beds of coal, or better still,

in wood, following the direction of the

fibers. In recent earthworks, the press-

ures, if too suddenly produced by the

quick powders, will shatter the mass and

expend themselves in local work without

much effect, while the slower tension of

black powder displaces the earth and

throws it in the direction of the least re-

sistance.

From these details and these exam-

ples, we see what part the rapidity of the

explosion plays in the transformation of

energy into work.

9. Finally, the force of the explosion
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may be expressed in terms of the press-

ures produced, and by the work which

they perform. The pressure results from

the volume which the gases occupy at

the temperature of the explosion. The
work is due to the heat produced, and to

the rapidity with which the gases are de-

veloped. These fundamental conditions

—volume of the gases and the heat—are

the consequences of the chemical de-

composition
;
any reactions which liber-

ate gases, or which augment the volume

of a previously existing gas, may be the

cause of an explosion. Therefore, in

consideration of the foregoing observa-

tion, to define the force of an explosive,

the following data are necessary :

First. The chemical composition of

the explosive.

Second. The composition of the prod-

ucts of explosion.

The latter may vary during the differ-

ent periods of temperature which suc-

ceed each other from the first moment of

ignition
;

it is also necessary to take the

dissociation into account.
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These three elements, the chemical

composition of the exploding substance,

the chemical composition of the products

of the explosion, and finally the dissocia-

tion will be studied under the general

title of chemical composition.

Also, it is desirable to define the fol-

lowing :

1. The quantity of heat given off

during the reaction.

2. The volume of the gases formed

under normal pressure.

These propositions are also obtainable

from a knowledge of the two first in all

reactions which are positively known.

3. The rapidity with which the reac-

tion takes place gives rise to the follow-

ing studies, which are essential in order

to be able to furnish a complete defini-

tion of explosives.

Origin of the reaction—The rapidity

of the increase of the reactions .

To this sequence of ideas there should

be attached a collection of phenomena,

which are designated by the name of ex-

plosions by influence.
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These phenomena, which have only

been known for a few years, have seemed

to us of sufficient importance to be separ-

ately considered with their accompany-

ing developments.

In the treatment of these questions,

we shall endeavor to cover all of the gen-

eral ideas known at present concerning

explosive substances.

II.

The Duration of the Expuosive Reac-

tions.

§ 1.— Origin of the Reactions .

We shall now take up the consideration

of the chemical transformation of ex-

plosives, from the point of view of their

origin and rapidity.

1. We will at first treat of its origin,

that is to say, of the conditions which

determine the commencement of the re-

action. This, once started, maintains it-

self, and increases either by a simple pro-

gressive burning or by an almost instan-

taneous detonation.
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Thus far, artillerists have expressed

this origin by the expression “ set on

fire,
v which implies that fire is applied

locally to begin with
; but the study of

explosives shows us that the origin of the

reaction may arise equally as well from a

shock, from pressure, from friction, or

from some other analogous mechanical

force.

At first, suppose that it is necessary

to refer all explosive reactions to an

original heating, which is increased step

by step, by successively bringing all the

particles of the substance up to the tem-

perature of its decomposition. The

shock, the pressure, the mechanical con-

ditions are not efficacious except as they

determine this first heating, according to

mechanisms otherwise different, and to

which we shall return in the following

paragraphs.

2. This being understood, the de-

composition of the same material

can take place at widely varying

temperatures, but with equal rapidity,

a material slowly decomposed at a
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given temperature being able to exist

at much higher temperatures, though for

a time which decreases as the tem-

perature rises. Elsewhere I have ex-

plained all of this theory, (Essai de Mé-

canique Chimique
,
Yol. IL, ;p. 58, et

seq.), and it is recalled only for the pur-

pose of thoroughly fixing the ideas

which are developed there. It plays a

very important rôle in the explanation of

the mode of formation of the secondary

compounds produced in the explosion of

powder
; several of these compounds, such

as formene, ammonia, and nitric acid are

formed simultaneously, at a temperature

which destroys them slowly, if it be main-

tained during a sufficient length of time
;

but the abruptness of cooling preserves the

compounds from the destruction toward

which they would hasten, because it

brings them to temperatures at which

they are perfectly stable.

3. It is desirable here to introduce

some statements regarding the sensibility

of explosives. This sensibility is equally

dependent on the conditions of heating
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and on the method of propagation of

the reactions. It varies according to

these conditions. Some substances are

sensitive to the slightest elevation

of temperatures, others to a shock,

properly so-called, others detonate at the

least friction. Silver oxalate detonates

about 130°, nitrogen sulphide about 207°,

mercury fulminate at about the same fig-

ure, somewhere near 190°, nevertheless,

the fulminate is much more sensitive to a

shock and friction than the nitrogen

sulphide and the silver oxalate. Thus

we discern the existence of the special

properties depending upon the individual

structure of each substance, particularly

of the solids. But there also exist general

conditions which it will be useful to de-

fine here.

4. The sensibility is greatest for the

same substance when operated on at the

highest initial temperature, that is to say,

at the temperature nearest to that atwhich

the substance begins to spontaneously de-

compose.
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A fortiori the sensitiveness will be

still further increased, if this limit is ex-

ceeded, that is to say if conditions occur

where a slow decomposition may be

transformed by the least heating into

a rapid decomposition. A substance

within these limits may be said to be in

a state of chemical tension, an expression

which is sometimes erroneously employed

with reference to stable bodies, or for

mixtures which have no habitual tendency

to enter into a spontaneous reaction.

We have an example of such a case in

cellvloid
,
a body which does not detonate

at ordinary temperatures, when struck

by a hammer, but acquires the prop-

erty of detonating when it is heated up

to the point where it becomes soft, that

is to say, up to about 160° to 180°, a lo-

cality which is near the temperature at

which the substance decomposes.

5. When two different explosives which

are decomposed at the same temper-

ature, and with similar rapidity are

compared, their relative sensitiveness to

shock and to friction at a lower tempera-
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ture depends primarily on the mass of

the substance on which the work of the

shock expends itself ;
that is to say, it

depends upon the cohesion of the sub-

stance which governs the transformation

of the shock into heat. Cohesion, likewise,

interferes with direct ignition, as the same

quantity of heat as that produced by the

combination of the first portions could

elevate to the temperature of decomposi-

tion, a small quantity of matter to which

it is exclusively applied, while, as it is

distributed over a larger mass, the tem-

perature of that mass will not be brought

up to the required degree.

6. The mass heated remaining the

same, and the materials being different,

the sensitiveness will depend upon the

temperature of decomposition, which,

for example, is lower for potassium chlo-

rate than for the nitrate
;
the chlorate

gunpowder is therefore more sensitive

than that made with the nitrate.

7. The sensitiveness depends, further-

more, on the quantity of heat set free by

the decomposition, that is to say, the
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sensitiveness will be greater, other things

being equal, if the reaction gives off a

greater amount of heat.

8. This same quantity of heat will pro-

duce different effects in acting on the

same weight of substance according to its

specific heat. For instance if potassium

chlorate, whose specific heat is 0.209, be

substituted for an equal weight of potas-

sium nitrate, whose specific heat is 0.239,

in the composition of an explosive mix-

ture, a powder more sensitive than the

nitrate powder would be produced. This

condition acts in concert with the lower

temperature of decomposition and with

the absence of cohesion in chlorate pow-

ders, so as to render them particularly

dangerous.

§ 2 .—Molecular Rapidity of the Re-

action.

1. The chemical transformation in a

detonating mass is propagated with a

certain rapidity, a knowledge of which is

desirable for theory as well as in prac-

tice. In reality the velocity with which
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the gases are given off depends on it, and

in consequence the rapidity communi-

cated to projectiles in guns, as well as

the effects produced in mines in throwing

down rocks or in removing obstacles for

engineering purposes. For, the heat given

off by a given reaction may be employed al-

most entirely to heat the gases and to in-

crease the pressure, provided the reac-

tion is very rapid, while if the reaction

is made slower it is dissipated without

effect by radiation or by conductivity.

A given quantity of an explosive may
in this manner crush, in situ

,
such por-

tions of rock as it comes in contact with,

its energy being consumed without any

result, from an industrial point of view,

on account of its instantaneous decom-

position. If the development of the

gases is less rapid, but is still quite fast,

an equal quantity of explosive may, on

the other hand, dislocate the rock by de

veloping extended fissures and sharply

striking those portions of rock which

are the nearest, a result which is sought

for by miners. It may also produce elas-
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tic displacements and an undulatory

movement of the soil without any local

disturbance, if the pressures are developed

sufficiently slow, so that the rocks shall

have time to be displaced en masse
,

in which case the explosive will be found

to have produced scarcely any useful re-

sult.

This question of the quickness of re-

actions plays an important part in the

studies relating to explosives, and there-

fore I am led at this point to collate the

experiences and results which they have

produced.

2. The quickness of a reaction may be

considered in two ways, (1) if it is to act

upon a homogeneous system, and espe-

cially a gaseous system, surrounded by

conditions of pressure and temperature

identical in all its parts
; (2) if the sys-

tem is subjected at one point to an ele-

vation of temperature or to a shock

capable of determining an explosion,

which is then propagated step by step.

It is desirable to begin with the exam-
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ination of the firsh case, which serves as

a basis for the entire theory.

3. Having, therefore, a certain body,

or a certain mixture, capable of under-

going a chemical transformation when the

entire mass is placed under the same con-

ditions of temperature, of pressure, or of

vibratory motion, etc., it appears as if

the reactions should be instantaneously

developed in all parts at once. The sud-

den explosions of nitrogen chloride and

nitro-glycerin seem at first sight favor-

able to this conception. Nevertheless,

a closer observation proves that the mo-

lecular reactions as a general thing con-

sume a certain amount of time for their

accomplishment, even when they are giv-

ing off heat.

Such, for example, is the decomposi-

tion of formic acid into hydrogen and

carbon dioxide, which furnishes experi-

ments that are easy to follow on account

of the slowness with which this decom-

position takes place. Operating in a

closed vessel, kept at a fixed temper-

ature of 260°, it requires quite a length
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of time. And yet this reaction gives

5.8 calories to each equivalent of formic

acid, that is to say, 126 calories to the

gram.*

4. The following are other examples

of reactions which give off a great quan-

tity of heat without being instantaneous.

Thus acetylene, changed into benzine at

a dark red heat by a slow reaction, gives

off, without increase of volume, one and

a-half times as much heat as a detonating

mixture composed of oxygen and hydro-

gen in the proportions which form water,

that is, 85.5 calories for 33.6 liters of

acetylene (reduced at 0° and to 0. 760 m.m.)

in place of 59 calories produced by the

formation of steam, by means of the

same volume of detonating gas. It is

about four times the amount of heat

given off by the same weight of chlorate

powder, that is 2,192 calories for each

gram of acetylene transformed, instead

of 590.6 calories for each gram of

potassium chlorate powder.

* Essai de Mécanique Chimique , Vol. II., p. 17.
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Cyanogen gives off three times as

much heat (1,435 calories to the gram)

as the same weight of chlorate powder ;

or again, twice the amount of heat dis-

engaged by its own volume, 33.6 liters,

of a detonating mixture formed of

oxyhydric gas
;

112 calories instead of

59, when the so-called cyanogen is de-

composed into carbon and nitrogen by

the electric spark. Although the carbon

begins to be precipitated almost imme-

diately, still the cyanogen does not deto-

nate in consequence of the spark, a fact

which demonstrates the slowness of the

reaction thus determined. Under other

conditions, however, the cyanogen and

the acetylene may be decomposed into

their elements accompanied by detona-

tion, but it is not by simply heating nor

by the action of the electric spark.

I might go on multiplying such factsf

which refer to the explosive bodies prop-

erly so-called when they are kept at a

temperature slightly lower than that

which determines the explosion. Silver

t Annales de Chimie et Physique, 4th series, 18, 142.
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oxalate, for instance, slowly decomposes

at 100°, whereas, at a temperature a little

above this it detonates strongly.

5. In brief, all molecular reactions, op-

erated by simple heating at a constant

temperature, in the midst of a homoge-

neous body, and surrounded by conditions

which appear identical for all its parts, are

effected by a characteristic coefficient de-

pending on the duration of the reaction.

This coefficient varies with the temper-

ature, the pressure and the relative propor-

tions ; it plays an important rôle in the

study of the powers of destruction among
explosive compounds.

6. Let us follow out this explanation.

The greater or less duration of a reaction

does not change the quantity of heat

given off by the total transformation of

a given weight of explosive material.

But if the gases which are formed expand

in volume in consequence of the change

of capacity caused by the escape

of the projectile, or else by the

cooling due to the contact with the

walls ;
under such circumstances the in-
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itial pressures will be proportionally less

than when the transformation of a given

weight of an explosive is of longer

duration.

On the other hand, when a very rapid

transformation of the entire mass in the

midst of a closed vessel, added to the ab-

sence of the phenomena of dissociation,

permits the initial pressures to reach the

extent of their theoretical limits, or to

approach them, it will be extremely

difficult to make vessels strong enough

to retain the gases of explosion.

7. The same state of affairs prevails,

not only for an explosive body placed in

a fixed and resisting volume, but also for

the same body placed in a thin envelope,

or beneath a layer of water, or even in

the open air. In reality when the duration

of the reactions decreases beyond measure,

the gases given off develop pressures

which increase with immense rapidity,

so rapidly, indeed, that the envelop-

ing bodies—solids, liquids, or gases

—

have not sufficient time to move and
yield gradually to the pressure

; these
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bodies oppose the pressure of the gas

with a resistance comparable to that of a

fixed wall. It is known that a pellicle of

water on the surface of nitrogen chloride

is sufficient to produce such results. The

more nearly instantaneous the reaction is

the more nearly the initial pressure, even in

an open vessel, approaches the theoretical

pressure, the latter being calculated for a

case of decomposition under a constant

volume, entirely filled by the explosive

substance. It is in this way that we can

explain the extraordinary effects of de-

struction produced by mercury fulmin-

ate, nitro glycerin, or compressed gun-

cotton.

8. As a general thing
,
any reaction

that gives off heat is capable of produc-

ing explosive phenomena
,
provided

,
how-

ever, that it produces gaseous products
,

and this for several reasons—First : The

rapidity of the reactions in a homogene-

ous system
,
other things being equal, in-

creases with the temperature.* It even

increases according to a very rapid law,

* Essai de Méchanique Chimique
,
Yol. II., p. 64.
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as has already been shown by my experi-

ments on the ethers
;
* hence the rapidity

may be represented by an exponential

function of the temperature, a func-

tion whose numerical value in the

formation of acetic acid is 22,000 greater

at 200° than when it is in the neighbor-

hood of 7°. Secondly : The temperature

of the system increases
,
at least up to a

certain limit
,
in the same degree as the

reaction.

Let there be a system capable of giving

off heat in consequence of its chemical

transformation
;

if this system is confined

in a position where it can neither give up

nor receive the least quantity of heat?

the temperature of the system wT
ill con-

tinue to rise without stopping until it

reaches a limit represented by a number
which is obtained by dividing the amount of

heat given off, by the specific heat of the

system. In addition, the rapidity with

which this system tends towards this

limit will increase in proportion as the

* Essai de Mécanique Chimique
,
Vol. II., p. 93.
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elevation of the temperature already pro-

duced by the reaction, is greater.

In a gaseous system confined in a fixed

space, the acceleration will become

greater still, at least in the beginning,

and that in consequence of the effect pro-

duced by the pressure, which pressure in-

creases necessarily on account of the ele-

vation of the temperature. For I have

established the fact, that, all else being

equal, in operating at a fixed temperature

the reactions take place more rapidly in

liquid mixtures that in gaseous mixtures
;

it is especially noticeable that in gaseous

mixtures the reactions are the more rapid

as the pressure is the greater. * In a

word :

Third . The speed of the reaction in

a homogeneous system increases as the

condensation of the substance progresses,

or more simply with the pressure in the

gaseous systems^

* Essai de Méchanique Chimique
,
Vol. II., p. 94.

t In liquid or solid systems, the pressure on the

other hand, exercises but little influence, that is ac-

cording to my investigations. A circumstance which

is explicable because it is produced in consequence of

the state of condensation of the material.
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Thus, in a closed vessel supposed to be

impermeable to heat, the initial speed

of the reaction continues to increase,

for the double reason that the tempera-

ture is continually being elevated and that

the pressure of the gas increases without

stopping. Nevertheless, the influence

of the pressure should be more apparent

at the beginning than at the end of the

experiment; provided, however, that the

part which is not in combination, con-

tinually diminishes until the moment
arrives when the proper tension of this

part, considered by itself, ceases to in-

crease in consequence of the heating;

from that time on, it tends to diminish

until it becomes nil.

9. The speed of the reactions in a

homogeneous system depends upon the

relative proportions of the components .

—

In operating at a constant temperature

the combination is generally accelerated

by the presence of one or the other of

the components.

On the other hand, at a constant

temperature, the reaction is retarded by
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the pressure of an inert substance which

has the effect of diminishing the state of

condensation existing in the substance.

At a variable temperature the re-

actions are retarded a fortiori by the

presence of an inert body, such as for

instance, the nitrogen of the air, or the

silica of ordinary dynamite, since this

body by absorbing the heat lowers the

temperature of the system without exert-

ing any special influence to hasten the

reaction by its presence.

The reaction is generally slower at a

variable temperature in the presence of

an excess of one of the components, for

if the operation is effected with equal

equivalents, the necessity of heating this

excess is more than counterbalanced by

its accelerating influence.

It is clear that if the proportion of

inert substance is such that the temper-

ature of the system cannot be elevated

to a degree necessary for the combination

to continue of itself, the reaction will

cease to be explosive and perhaps will

not be propagated.
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Thus it is that the character of an ex-

plosive body may be changed by simply

mixing it with an inert body. We shall

now cite some important facts. A
seventy-five per cent, dynamite is not as

brisante as pure nitro-glycerin, neverthe-

less, such a dynamite cannot be used for

charging shells, for they might explode

before leaving the cannon through the

influence of the initial shock of the

powder. Fifty or sixty per cent, dyna-

mite, on the other hand, may be used with

hollow projectiles and may be fired with-

out giving rise to any injury to the

ordnance.

This is not all, in using sixty per cent,

dynamite, the projectile may be made to

explode at the point it reaches without

requiring any special priming, as for

instance when its progress is stopped by

a body of considerable resistance, such

as a plate of iron, the elevation of tem-

perature caused by this sudden arrest is

sufficient to determine an explosion. But
if the nitro-glycerin be reduced to thirty

or forty per cent., a projectile charged
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sion fuse, in order to produce an explo-

sion, similar to those used for black gun-

powder. Such a dynamite presents scarce-

ly any advantages over ordinary gun-

powder.

It is an important observation that the

velocity of inflammation of an explosive

substance diminishes considerably as we
approach those proportions of mixture

with an inert body which correspond to

the limits of inflammability. It follows

then, that as these limits are approached

the burning becomes uncertain and the

explosive character of the phenomena

ceases to be manifested.

10. These general relations having been

established for a system such that all the

heat which it gives off may be used to

elevate its temperature. Let us examine

the real condition of affairs, that in which

the system gives a portion of its heat to

the surrounding bodies by either radiation

or conduction. The initial speed of the

reactions, and the mass of the substances

used, play an important part. In reality,
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on all occasions, when the speed of the re-

actions is not great, a portion of the heat

would, to a certain extent, be dissipated,

and the rise of its temperature soon

reach a fixed limit.

This limit will be one at which the loss

of heat produced by the external action

is equal to the gain due to the internal

reactions of the system; in this case

the reaction takes place with a certain

rapidity, constant or almost so, without

becoming explosive. Such is the case

with deflagrating substances.

This is also the case (in a generally

slow order) with explosive substances

which decompose spontaneously. But if

the mass with which the operation is

conducted be increased, supposing it to

be confined in a fixed space, the amount

of heat lost by radiation or conduction

at a given temperature will vary but lit-

tle, and the entire amount of heat pro-

duced internally will be increased.

Thus, the temperature of the system

would be higher either when it tends

toward a new limit superior to the pre-
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ceding, or when its growth becomes more

and more rapid, and finally explosive in

consequence of the correlative growth of

the pressures. This same acceleration,

depending on the pressures and the speed

of the reactions, plays an important role

in the interpretation of the effects pro-

duced by tamping. Besides, it is that all

deflagrating are changed into detonating

mixtures when the mass confined in a

given space is increased.

The difference between the methods of

decomposition of an explosive material,

according as its mass is greater or less,

deserves especial attention, for it recurs

frequently in practical applications.

11. This is observed, even in the case

where an exit is open to the gases of the

explosion. If the explosive mass is of

sufficient size, the decomposition of a

deflagrating substance where gases are

given off through a narrow opening, may
be changed during explosion, when the

opening is made narrower, in such a way
that the pressure and the internal temper-

ature may be increased towards a given
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limit. The same remark may be applied

to spontaneous decompositions, occurring

in large masses of matter. Beginning

slowly at ordinary temperatures, their ra-

pidity increases under the influence of the

rise in temperature which they determine ;

and it may happen that this will

change the character of the decomposi-

tion, by causing a new reaction, giving off

more heat, to follow the initial reaction.

The elevation of the temperature of the

mass increases and hastens until it pro-

duces a violent reaction and a general

explosion.

12. These facts which are frequently

observed in laboratories, have been

quoted to explain the spontaneous ex-

plosions of gun cotton and nitro-glycerin.

They lead to the belief that an explosive

substance which has begun to decompose

is particularly dangerous. Such general

explosions are produced not only in ex-

plosives that are contained in very solid

vessels, but also in those which are held

in vessels that are slightly resisting,

such as boxes of wood or thin metallic
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cases and even on substances heaped up
in the open air, when the accumulation of

the substance allows the temperature to be

raised spontaneously and by the reaction

induced to become more and more acceler-

ated. They may take place equally as

well in substances divided into very small

quantities, provided that the particles

are so near to each other that the

mechanical effects may be accumu-

lated and produce a common result.

In their preservation and use the same

precautions should be followed, just

as if all the portions of the explosive

were collected in a single mass. These

are consequences which are theoretically

possible and which are often demonstrated

to be practically correct by the accidental

occurence of terrible catastrophes.

13. In fact, the experiments made by

the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
relative to the transportation and storage

of caps, showed that the capsules, each

containing 15 mgrs. of fulminate, would

not explode in mass, nor by the influence

of a shock, nor when crushed by the
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wheel of a locomotive, nor when they

were placed in the center of an incandes-

cent muffle, or when in the midst of a

burning hearth.

But if the weight of the fulminate

contained in the capsule is considerably

increased, the case becomes different.

The sense of security which the first trials

excited has ceased even in England, in

consequence of an explosion on the

Thames of a boat which was loaded with

detonating caps. Experience has shown,

beyond a doubt, that the explosion of a

single powerful capsule of fulminate

is sufficient to cause that of all the

capsules placed in the same box ; if

the box itself explodes the neighbor-

ing boxes will detonate equally as well.

It is in consequence of similar phe-

nomena that the small fulminating caps

whicli are sold as playthings to children,

have so frequently been the cause of

serious accidents.

At Vannes, near Paris, a child was

amusing itself by exploding such a cap

between the blades of a pair of scissors.
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Two packages of 600 caps each, which

were laying on the table close at hand

went off at the same moment
;
the child

was killed, the chair destroyed, and the

floor injured.

We also cite the explosion that oc-

curred in the Eue Beranger, at Paris, on

May 14, 1878, which was produced by a

mass of fulminating caps that were in-

tended for children’s toys. These caps

had the following composition : one

kind called single consisted of

—

Potassium chlorate 12 parts.

Amorphous phosphorus . . 6 “

Lead oxide 12 “

Kesin 1
“

and those called double were made of a

mixture of

—

Potassium chlorate 9 parts.

Amorphous phosphorus 1 “

Antimony sulphide 1
“

Sulphur sublimed 0.25 “

Nitre 0.25

The latter were more sensitive to fric-

tion, and on an average weighed 10 mgrs.
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each. Six to eight million caps of this

description done up in rows of five and

pasted on strips of paper, were piled up

in the store in boxes containing a gross

in each. Some one of these individual

caps was set off by an accident, whose

origin was never known, and a general

explosion ensued. Of a sudden the house

was thrown down, its facade being de-

stroyed by hurling the trimmed stones

out of their positions. A stone, a meter

cube in size, was thrown to a distance of

52 meters, and a large portion of the ad-

joining house was also ruined; fourteen

persons were killed on the spot and six-

teen wounded.

These terrible effects are explained

when it is recollected that the explosive

material contained in the caps weighed

about 64 kilogrms., and according to the

'composition of the substance that its

force was equal to 226 kilogrms. of black

powder.*

* These facts are taken from the report made by
the Inquest Commission.
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It is, therefore, of the greatest import-

ance that persons having explosives in

their charge should be familiar with these

truths and facts, and adopt such pre-

cautions as will prevent the explosion of

the entire mass.

III.

§ 3 .—Speed of the Propagation of

the Reaction.

1. Let us now examine the case of a

homogeneous system, but whose various

parts are exposed to different conditions,

such as those which arise from being

ignited at one point or from a local shock.

In order to propogate the transformation

in a mass which detonates, and which is

not submitted to the same action at all

of its points, it is necessary that the

same physical conditions of temperature,

of pressure, etc., which prevail at one

point of action, should successively be

produced and propogated, molecule by

molecule, through all portions of the

mass.
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In this connection the numerous works

of artillerists on the rapidity of com-

bustion of ordinary gun-powder, and of

that of gun-cotton, are well known,* a

capacity which varies according to the

physical structure of the powders and

their chemical composition. We shall

presently examine these results as well

as those observed in explosive mixtures

of gases, that is to say the observations

bearing on the rapidity of the combustion

of mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen, or

of carbon monoxide or gaseous hydro-

carbons.

Then we shall give some new and un-

expected results furnished from the study

of gun-cotton and of nitro-glycerin, the

new theory of the functions of caps, the

distinction thus far ignored between the

simple ignition and the true detonation

of explosives, a distinction which my
recent investigations extend to even gas-

eous mixtures themselves, and we shall

seek to harmonize their differences with

theoretical ideas.

* Piobert, Traite d’ artillerie, partie théorique.
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2. According to Piobert, the rapidity

of the combustion of powder in the open

air observed on prisms of known length,

placed vertically, and whose lateral faces

were greased in order to insure regu-

larity in the phenomena, has been

found to be included between 10 and

13 mm. to the second in gun-powder.

Otherwise it varies in inverse proportion

to the apparent density of the powder.

3. The rapidity of combustion of

powder depends to a great extent on the

pressure of the air or the surrounding

gases.

Near the end of the seventeenth cent-

ury Boyle made some experiments on

the combustion of powder in vacuo, and

observed that grains of powder thrown

on a red-hot iron in this condition, melt

without detonating. If the operation is

conducted with a sufficient number of

grains, towards the end an explosion will

take place. There is no doubt that this

is because the conditions of pressure are

changed.
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Huygens repeated the same experiments

by igniting the powder with a burning-

glass which concentrated the solar rays.

If the heating is progressive, (an effect

which may be produced by a piece of

glowing charcoal) then at pleasure the

sulphur may be sublimed and the homo-

geneity of the mixture destroyed, or else

according to Hawksbee (1702) the powder

will be melted.

These experiments have been fre-

quently repeated with different modifica-

tions, such as the employment of a red-

hot platinum wire, heated by electricity,

and then used to ignite the powder in

vacuo.—(Abel). M. Bianchi has in this

manner determined that gun-cotton is

slowly decomposed in vacuo before its

explosion, and a similar result with nitro-

glycerin has been reached by Messrs.

Heeren and Abel.

Mercury fulminate, on the other hand,

detonates in vacuo when brought in con-

tact with a piece of brass wire which has

been heated red-hot, but the detonation

does not extend to the grains which are
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not contiguous to it, as it does when
under atmospheric pressure.

4. Not only does a vacuum reduce the

explosive qualities of gunpowder, but

any diminution in the pressure retards it.

In 1855, Mitchell observed that fuses

burned slower at high elevations; M.

Frankland in 1861, at his laboratory, and

then M. de Saint Robert on the Alps,

made very exact determinations in this

line. Under the pressures included

between 722 mm. and 405 mm., accord-

ing to the researches of M. de St. Robert,

the rapidity of the combustion of powder

under less than atmospheric pressure

would be represented, for all practical

purposes, by a formula such as V=A/>§.

A being a constant and p expressing

the pressure. These results should be at-

tributed to the greater or less rapidity

with which the heated gases escape before

having had time to heat the neighboring

portions of the solid matter,which is equiv-

alent to saying that the highly heated

pressure diminishes the number of gase-

ous particles that come in contact, at
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each instant, with the solid particles not

yet ignited, and share with them their

mechanical energy in a way so as to

produce an equilibrium of temperature.

Whatever the pressure may be, the

initial temperature of these particles is

pretty much the same at constant volume,

at least so far as it has not been modi-

fied by the chemical reaction. But if

one operates under a constant pressure,

it is otherwise, for the temperature is

lowered in accordance with the expansion

of the gases.

5. On the other hand, the quickness of

combustion of powder increases with great

rapidity, as soon as it attains the heavy

pressures which are produced in cannon

and in muskets ; thus, for instance, Captain

Castan reckons the rapidity of the com-

bustion of powder in the bore of cannon

of large calibre at 230 mm. per second,

instead of 10 mm. in the open air.

6. The rapidity of combustion of other

explosives has not been the subject of

experiments as exact as those applied

to gunpowder; but they suggest new
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observations and a theory of an entirely

different kind, as we shall immediately

explain. However, we confine ourselves

now to the statement that Piobert deter-

mined the rapidity of the combustion of

gun-cotton (not compressed) as eight

times that of gunpowder, a value which

may be applied to the progressive com-

bustion taking place without detonation.

7. These same studies were extended

to explosive mixtures of gases. In 1867,

M. Bunsen * determined the rapidity of

combustion to be 34 m. per second

for detonating gas (hydrogen and oxygen)

and of one meter only per second for a

mixture of equivalent parts of carbon

monoxide and oxygen, these mixtures

being taken at atmospheric pressures.

He allowed the gas to issue through a

small orifice, ignited the jet, and de-

termined for what rapidity as a limit

of flow the flame remained stationary at

the opening without retreating into the

interior. M. Mallard f has made similar

* Annales de Physique et de Chimie
,
4 Sérié t. 14, p. 449.

t Annales des Mines
, t. 8, 3e. livraison, 1871.
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experiments in different mixtures of

marsh gas or of illuminating gas and of

air; he found that the rapidity of com-

bustion, defined as above, rapidly dimin-

ishes in proportion as the amount of gas

having no part in the combustion, in-

creases. The maximum rapidity cor-

responding to 0.560 m. per second for

a mixture of eight parts of air and one

part of marsh gas by volume. It lowers

itself to 0.04 m. with a mixture contain-

ing twelve parts of air to one of marsh

gas. With illuminating gas and air, the

maximum rapidity has almost reached

double this amount. Mallard and Le
Chatelier have restudied this question

by other processes which have given

them entirely different results accord-

ing to the method of combustion. They

will be referred to presently and the

causes of these differences will be shown.

8. In reality the study of the new ex-

plosives, gun-cotton and nitro-glycerin,

has lead to a better understanding of the

knowledge of the methods of propagation

of the chemical reaction in the midst of
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a mass during combustion, and it has

greatly modified the ideas which have

been held on this subject. Formerly,

when gunpowder was the only known
explosive, its ignition only attracted

attention, the effects of the explosion

that followed not appearing dependent

on the process of ignition. But nitro-

glycerin and dynamite have shown singu-

lar differences in this respect.

9. In order that these may be per-

fectly understood, it is necessary to first

consider those phenomena of shock and

other analogous causes capable of pro-

ducing a deflagration.

The shock by itself will hardly induce

the decomposition of a substance which

absorbs heat, unless we refer to that of

colossal masses animated by enormous

mechanical energy, and concentrating all

their action on a very small quantity of

matter, something which is not easy to

produce. For instance, the mechanical

energy of a weight of 1630 kilograms fall-

ing from the height of a meter, would be

necessary to decompose one gram of
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water, that is supposing that it would be

possible to transmit to a gram of water,

by any means, the entire amount of this

mechanical energy.

On the other hand, if the substance

in decomposing gives off heat, one

would suppose that a limited mechanical

energy would be sufficient to induce it

to apply itself completely to a very

small quantity of substance which it

raises to temperature necessary to deter-

mine the reaction.

Thus, for instance, several violent

strokes of a hammer on some powdered

potassium chlorate, wrapped up in a

sheet of platinum and placed on an

anvil, is sufficient to produce traces of

potassium chloride that are quite per-

ceptible; while potassium sulphate will

give no indications of decomposition

under the same conditions. But it must

be remembered that the decomposition

of potassium sulphate into potassium

sulphide and oxygen absorbs heat,

while the decomposition of potassium

chlorate into potassium chloride gives off
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heat, (11,000 calories for potassium

chlorate).

10. This condition is, however, not

sufficient for the shock to cause detona-

tion. It is still necessary, that the mechan-

ical energy developed by the decomposi-

tion of the first portions, should be com-

municated to adjoining portions, in such

a way as to determine, step by step, the

decomposition of the entire mass. The
shock from the hammer, which is not suf-

ficient to produce these conditions with

pure potassium chlorate is, however,

efficacious with nitro - glycerin. The
fall of a weight 4.7 kgrams. from a

height of 0.25 meter is sufficient to cause

the explosion of a single drop of nitro-

glycerin occupying a surface of 2 cm.

square.*

Nitro-glycerin mixed with infusorial

earth constitutes dynamite, a substance

which is but slightly sensitive to shock

because the porous and cellular struc-

ture of the silica prevents the im-

* Ch. Girard, Millot et Vogt, Comptes Rendus des

Seances de l'Academie des Sciences
,
tome 71, p. S91.
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mediate and local communication of the

mechanical energy to a very slight quan-

tity of nitro-glycerin separated from the

rest. The explosion of gunpowder will

cause the nitro-glycerin to detonate,

but it will not lead to any explosion of

dynamite, at least in the open air and in

weak charges. But this inertia dis-

appears under the influence of certain

shocks, particularly violent, such as that

of mercury fulminate. Thus the explosion

of nitro-glycerin varies according as it is

pure or mixed with some other body,

whether it is effected by a simple shock,

by the contact of a body in feeble igni-

tion, or in strong ignition, or an ordinary

match, or else by the contact of a strong

mercury fulminate cap.

IV.

1. According to the process used for

igniting, the dynamite may be decom-

posed quietly and without flame, or else

it may bum with considerable vivacity,

or else produce a detonation, properly
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so called, which may be sometimes mod-
erate, sometimes capable of dislocating

rocks, sometimes even of destroying

them in situ
,
and producing the most

violent effects.

2. The substances, which are the cause

of these last-named results, have been

specially designated as detonators. Nobel

was the first to observe these ef-

fects in nitro-glycerin (in 1864), and he

then deduced a suitable process by which

it could be made to detonate with cer-

tainty by means of a cap containing mer-

cury fulminate. Gun-cotton does not

show any less difference. Abel has

published in this connection since

1868, many very curious experiments,

which tend to establish a great diversity

between the conditions of deflagration

of this substance varying with the meth-

od of ignition.* Roux and Sarrau

have generalized these phenomena by

distinguishing what are known as explo-

sions of the first and of the second order.

* Comptes Rendus des Seances de VAcademie des Sci-

ences, tome 69, p. 105-121. 1869.
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3. However strange this diversity may
appear at first sight, I nevertheless be-

lieve that the thermo-dynamic theories

are capable of accounting for it, by a

suitable analysis of the phenomena of the

shock. In truth, the diversity of the explo-

sivephenomena depends upon the rapidity

with which this reaction propagates it-

self, and the more or less intense press-

ure which results from it.

Let the case be the simplset one,

such as an explosion caused by the fall

of a weight from a certain height. At

first one would be disposed to charge

the effects observed to the heat given off

by the pressure due to the shock of the

weight suddenly arrested. But calcula-

tion shows that the arresting of a weight

of several kilogrammes, falling 0.25 to

0.50 m. in height, would not be capable

of raising the temperature of the explo-

sive mass more than a fraction of a de-

gree, if the resulting heat was dispersed

uniformly throughout the entire mass;

this would not then attain an elevated

temperature, that of 190 degrees, for in-
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stance, for nitro-glycerin, a temperature

to which it appears necessary to suddenly

raise the entire mass in order to produce

an explosion.

It is by another mechanism that the

mechanical energy of the weight which is

transformed into heat becomes the origi-

nator of the observed effects. It is

sufficient to admit that the pressures

which arise from the shock exerted

on the surface of the nitro-glycer-

in being too rapid to become uniformly

dispersed throughout the entire mass, the

transformation of the mechanical energy

into heat takes place especially among the

first layers reached by the shock. If it

is sufficiently violent they may thus be

rapidly elevated to 200°, and they will

be immediately decomposed and pro-

duce a large quantity of gas. This

production of gas is in its turn so vio-

lent, that the shocking body has not

time to displace itself, and the sud-

den expansion of the gases of explosion

produces a new shock probably more

violent than the first on the layer situ-
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ated below. The mechanical energy of this

last shock is changed into heat in the layers

which it reaches. It produces the ex-

plosion and this alternation between a

shock, developing a mechanical energy

which changes into heat and a production

of heat which elevates the temperature

of the heated layers up to the degree

necessary for a new explosion capable of

reproducing a shock
;

this alternation

propagates the reaction, molecule by

molecule, through the entire mass. The
propagation of the deflagration takes

place this way in consequence of phe-

nomena comparable to those which pro-

duce a sonorous wave, that is to say, by

producing a real explosion which advances

with a rapidity incomparably greater than

that of a simple burning provoked by the

contact of a body in ignition and operat-

ing under conditions where the gases

expand freely in proportion to their pro-

duction.

4. This is not all. The reaction started

by the first shock in a given explosive

material is propagated with a rapidity
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which depends upon the intensity of the

first shock, provided that its mechanical

energy changed into heat, determines the

intensity of the first explosion, and in con-

sequence that of the entire series of suc-

cessive effects. For the intensity of the

first shock may vary considerably, ac-

cording to the method by which it is

produced. The effect of a blow from

a hammer may vary in its duration, ac-

cording to the experiments of M. Marcel

Duprez, from the one-one-hundredth to

the one-ten-thousandth of a second, ac-

cording as one strikes with a hammer
having a flexible handle, or with a block

of steel. From this it may be seen that

the explosion of a solid mass or a liquid

may develop itself according to an infinite

number of different laws, each one of

which is determined, all other things

being equal, by the original impulse. The

more violent the initial shock, the greater

will be the resulting violence of the de-

composition and the greater will be the

pressures which are exerted during the
wntire course of this decomposition. One
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and the same explosive substance may

produce very different effects according

to the method of ignition.

5. The effects likewise differ as the

substance is pure or mixed with a foreign

substance, and in accordance with the

structure of the latter. This feature is

shown by dynamite, a mixture of nitro-

glycerin with silicon, which has lost the

greater part of its sensitiveness to an or-

dinary shock, but remains explosive to

the shock of a ball, and above all, to that

of mercury fulminate.

The addition of a few per cent, of cam-

phor to dynamite will still further dimin-

ish its explosive qualities to such an ex-

tent even, that it will no longer detonate

except with strong fulminate caps.

6. Gun-cotton, impregnated with water,

or with paraffine, becomes likewise insen-

sible to a shock
;
for its detonation, then,

it requires the use of a small supplement-

ary cartridge of dry gun-cotton, itself

charged with fulminate.

If several per cent, of camphor are

mixed with nitrated cellulose, its suscep-
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tibility to explode by a shock is almost

completely destroyed, at least at ordi-

nary temperatures; to such an extent

that this mixture forms a substance

which is used to-day for many purposes

in the arts under the name of celluloid.

7. Gum dynamite, which results from

the combination of nitro-glycerin with

gun cotton, sometimes with camphor ad-

ded, also forms an elastic mass which is

only slightly sensitive to shock, and which

also requires an auxilliary cartridge of

dry gun-gotton, itself charg ed with ful-

minate.

8. The change brought about in the

explosive power of similar substances, by

the addition of camphor and resinous

substances, is the result of a modification

brought about in the cohesion of the

mass. This has acquired a certain elas-

ticity and a solidity of parts, in conse-

quence of which the initial shock of the

detonator propagates itself at the be-

ginning through a much greater mass.

Besides a portion of the effects are ex-

pended in the work of rending and sep-
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aration, but there still remains the smaller

portion which is capable of producing

heat in the parts directly struck, this

heating, however, being dispersed through

a larger mass. Therefore, a sudden ele-

vation of temperature at one spot, capa-

ble of producing successive chemical and

mechanical action can only be produced

with difficulty; it requires the employ-

ment of a much greater weight of the

detonator. This follows directly from

the preceding theory.

9. But camphor, on the contrary,

should not produce, and does not, as ex-

perience goes to prove, any specific action

on a discontinuous powder, such as the

potassium chlorate powders. It is on

this account that it is necessary to take

into consideration that frozen dynamite

jelly possesses a sensibility to shock com-

parable to that of nitro-glycerin if the

solidity of the parts have become de-

stroyed by crystallization.

10. The importance of caps may be

clearly seen from the foregoing. Hereto-

fore they have been regarded simply as
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agents for communicating the ignition to

the powder. In reality, these caps, when

they are of sufficient size, regulate by

their nature the character of the initial

shock, and in consequence the character

of the entire explosion. In this case they

are true detonators. Mercury fulminate

is used for this purpose particularly, on

account of its being most powerful, that

is to say, its shock is more violent and

more sudden than that of any other sub-

stance, which is explained by the great-

ness of the pressure which it develops

by detonating within its own volume

(nearly 40,000 atmospheres).

We have given above a certain number
of characteristics relative to the special

influence of caps. We shall return to

this subject.

y.

§ 4 .—Burning and Detonation .

1. The term inflammation is specially

given to progressive combustion, the ex-

pression detonation being reserved for
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rapid and almost instantaneous combus-

tions. Hence we obtain the distinction

proposed by M. Sarrau between detona-

tions of the first order

,

such as those of

gunpowder, whose detonation is the start-

ing point of the series of burnings, and

detonations of the second order, or

detonations proper, such as those of

nitro-glycerin induced by a powerful cap

of mercury fulminate. However, the

known facts do not, in my opinion,

oblige us to adroit of a difference in

nature or of a sharp line of demarcation

between the two varieties of phenomena.

They tend rather to cause them to pre-

sent an indefinite variety, included be-

tween the two extreme limits, as follows :

First. The detonation of the explosive

in its own volume, reaching the maximum
of temperature and of pressure, and in

consequence, the maximum of speed of

which the chemical reaction taking place

under these conditions is susceptible.

This detonation is specially induced by

a very quick shock. The gases formed

at the point where the shock is produced
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lias not, so to speak, the time to be dis-

placed, and so to communicate their me-

chanical energy to the parts in contact
;

the action is thus propagated throughout

the entire mass with a certain degree of

regularity. It is to this order of deto-

nation that the rapidity of propagation,

which is so different from the combus-

tion of gunpowder, belongs. This last has

been measured in comparison with dyna-

mite and compressed gun-cotton. For

instance, Austrian aiiillerists have no-

ticed a rapidity of over 6,000 meters

a second when a cylinder of dynamite

67 meters long was detonated. Colonel

Sébert has observed velocities of 5,000 to

7,000 meters in gun-cotton, powdered

and compressed in long tubes of lead.

Further on it will be seen that I myself

measured with M. Vieille velocities of

several thousands of meters per second

in mixtures of detonating gases taken at

the ordinary pressure and contained in

tubes of iron, of lead, or even of rubber.

Second. Progressive ir\flammation

propagating itself from particle to par-
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tide under circumstances where the cool-

ing due to external agents lowers the

temperature to the lowest degree com-

patible with the continuation of the re-

action.

It is to this order of burning that we
refer the rapidity of combustion of the

detonating gases, as measured by Bun-

sen. In the case of solid or liquid ex-

plosives, the propagation of a simple in-

flammation is rendered more difficult

than otherwise by the movements of the

gases which expand to a considerable ex-

tent around the point which is set on

fire, instead of acting in an equal volume

or in one slightly different from that of

the primitive body. Their temperatures

are thus reduced by distribution through

a greater mass of matter. The heat is

frequently found to be dissipated by the

gases without giving rise to a total com-

bustion or even inducing any change.

This is particularly the case with explo-

sives which are not confined in an en-

velope to concentrate the action of the

gases and give them a common resultant.
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This is the case with the nitro-glycer-

in which is found unaltered in the vicin-

ity during progressive explosions
;
such is

likewise the case with dynamite that is

laid along the ground in a thin layer.

Damp gun-cotton that is not inflammable

when cold, also furnishes a number of

illustrations of this dispersion, resulting

from the use of an insufficient detonator.

It is in consequence of this reaction of

the gases that it is deemed advisable to

prevent the simple burning of dynamite

in cartridges from preceding the action

of the fulminate.

2. Between these two limits there is

observed an entire series of intermediate

stages of an unlimited number, as is

shown by the different methods of burn-

ing of dynamite, and the influence of

tamping which allows the transformation

from burning into a real detonation, if

the tamping is sufficiently resisting.

Finally, we may cite the inequality of the

effects produced by the successive explo-

sions of charges of the same agent, which

detonate by influence within limited dis-
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tances beyond which the explosion will

not propagate itself.

3. We must also refer to the chemi-

cal phenomena. That of decomposition

prevails when the explosive substance

contains sufficient oxygen for complete

combustion as occurs for nitro-glycerin

and nitro-mannite
;
besides it is neces-

sary that this total combustion shall have

actually taken place, which does not nec-

essarily happen, especially in slow burn-

ings performed at a low temperature.

4. But it often happens that the oxy-

gen is insufficient, or that the first reac-

tion gives rise to a wasteful expenditure

of this oxygen, as is the case when nitro-

glycerin burns slowly, with the produc-

tion of nitrous vapors and of fixed or

gaseous products of incomplete combus-

tion. Under these circumstances the pos-

sible decompositions are numerous
;
their

number depends on the temperature, on

the pressure, and on the rapidity of the

heating. We have already remarked

upon this in the case of ammonium ni-

trate ; it may be observed in general in
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organic substances, which may be decom-

posed by heating. (HJssai de Mecan .

Chimique
,

t. II.
,
p. 45.)

5. Among these decompositions those

which develop the most heat are those

which produce the most violent explosive

effects, other conditions being equal.

This fact is evident when the volume of

gas (reduced at 0° and 0.760) reaches in

the same time its maximum value. But

it is also verified in other cases, the dis-

sociation giving rise always to a diminu-

tion of pressure, as I have shown else-

where. On the other hand, this fact

does not obtain as a general thing in re-

actions which are produced at the lowest

possible temperature. If then, the ex-

plosive body receives in a given time a

quantity of heat insufficient to carry the

temperature up to a degree, which corre-

sponds to the most violent reaction, it

will experience a decomposition capable

of giving off less heat, or even of ab-

sorbing heat
;
and it is capable of under-

going complete decomposition without
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developing the most energetic explosive

effects.

The opposite will take place if the

body is quickly heated to the tempera-

ture corresponding to the most energetic

reactions.

6. Finally the multiplicity of the pos-

sible reactions carries with it a series of

intermediate effects, and this all the more,

because, according to the mode of heat-

ing, it may happen that several decom-

positions will follow each other progress-

ively. This succession of decompositions

gives rise to effects which are very com-

plicated, as has been noticed by M.

Jungfleisch, when the first decomposition

instead of producing a total elimination

of the decomposed portions (changed

into gaseous or volatile substances) pro-

duces a division of the primitive sub-

stance into two parts : the one gaseous,

which passes away
;
the other solid or

liquid, which remains exposed to the

action of the heat resulting. The com-

position of this residue remains no longer

the same, as, for instance, with nitro-
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glycerin which first loses a portion of

its oxygen in the form of nitrous vapors,

and thus the results of its successive

decomposition may become completely

changed.

7. Such are the causes, some chemical,

others mechanical, through which nitro-

glycerin and compressed gun-cotton

produce all of these different effects, ac-

cording as they are ignited by the aid of

a body in feeble combustion, or by a

flame, or by an ordinary cap, or else by

means of a cap charged with mercury

fulminate.

For example, M. M. Roux and Sarrau

have found that the charge necessary to

break a shell, other things being equal,

will vary in the inverse ratio of the follow-

ing numbers, these numbers being re-

ferred to gunpowder, taken at unity

—

Deto- Inflam-
nation. mation.

Nitro-glycerin 10.0 4.8

Compressed gun-cotton 6,5 3.0

Picric acid 5.5 2.0

Potassium picrate 5.3 1.8
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The weight of the breaking charge, in

the case of gunpowder itself, under the

influence of nitro-glycerin primed with

fulminate, is capable of being reduced in

the ratio of 4.34 to 1.

This inequality in the force of different

powders is partially attributed to the

cooling which is effected by the walls,

during a slow reaction, and also in part

to the changed chemical condition.

8. The diversity is less marked with

the non-compressed gun-cotton, because

the influence of the initial shock is ex-

erted on a smaller quantity of matter,

and above all. because the propagation of

the successive reactions in the mass

develops their initial pressures less, and

a less direct transformation of mechanical

energy into heat is transmitted to the ex-

plosive body, on account of the air which

is interposed, and in consequence the

explosive wave can hardly be generated.

Compressed gun-cotton is not so com-

pact as nitro-glycerin, because of its

structure; the pressures due to shocks

might be sensibly weakened by the ex-
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istence of interstices. Gun-cotton also

detonates with more difficulty than nitro-

glycerin. Nitro-glycerin will detonate by

the fall of a weight from an insignificant

height, that is, provided a cap charged

with gun-cotton or a mixture of fulminate

and of potassium chlorate, etc., is used;

while on the other hand, gun-cotton does

not explode by the influence of nitro-

glycerin, nor by the influence of a mixture

of fulminate and of chlorate. It requires

the more violent shock of pure mercury

fulminate. Besides this, it is less efficacious

if it is used unenclosed than when con-

fined in a thick envelope of copper or tin

plate
;

it is less powerful in an envelope

of paper or tin -foil than it is when
wrapped in copper; it is still less power-

ful if the cap is not in direct contact with

the gun-cotton. Finally, if it is placed

in the tube of a feather its effect will be

nil . Nitro-glycerin does not detonate so

well when exposed to the influence of a

fulminate primer, if it becomes ignited

before the explosion of the fulminate,

this preliminary ignition having the effect
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of producing a certain vacuum between

the two.

The lack of immediate contact between

dynamite contained in cartridges and

the fulminate cap is objectionable for the

same reason, the shock being weakened

in part by the interposed air. The
greater sensitiveness to the action of the

fulminate of dynamite which contains

liquid nitro-glycerin over that which con-

tains frozen nitro-glycerin may also be

explained as due to the lack of homo-

geneity of the frozen dynamite in wThich

the nitro-glycerin is partly separated from

the porous silica in consequence of its

solidification.

9. All these phenomena may be ex-

plained by the greater or less force

of the initial pressures, and by their

more or less rapid development; that

is to say, by the conditions which

regulate the mechanical energy trans-

formed into heat within a given time, in

the midst of the first layers of the ex-

plosive substance reached by the shock.

The quantity of mechanical energy
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thus transformed depends first upon the

brusqueness of the shock and also upon
the amount of work which it may produce

;

these are factors which vary with every

explosive material. For instance, it is not*

always that the most sensitive caps are

those which produce the most instanta-

neous explosion. M. Abel has observed

that nitrogen chloride is not particularly

adapted for igniting gun-cotton
;
nitrogen-

iodide, so sensitive to the least friction, re-

mains entirely powerless to explode gun-

cotton. Now, nitrogen chloride is precise-

ly the one among these explosive bodies

that we are at present discussing, which

develops the least heat and in consequence

the least work for a given weight. We con-

clude, then, that it cannot be advantage-

ously employed for caps or priming. As
to nitrogen-iodide, according to the anal-

ogies drawn from the iod substitution

compounds (see Annales de Chernie et de

Physique
,
4 series, vol. 20, p. 449) its ex-

plosion should develop still less heat

and work for the same weight than the
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nitrogen chloride. Its weakness is there-

fore easy to comprehend.

YI.

1. The phenomena which we have de-

scribed belong to solid or liquid ex-

plosives, but the gaseous compounds and

the detonating mixtures of gases give

similar results, and these throw a still

greater light on the theory. In reality

the chemical transformation of such a

gaseous mixture may act with very dif-

ferent rapidities according to the mode
of propagation of the decomposition or

of the combustion.

2. Let us begin with a compressed

gas formed with the absorption of heat

according to its elements, such as hypo-

chlorous anhydride (Cl
2 + O = C1

2
0 ab-

sorbs — 7.6), acetylene (C
2 + H 2

= C
2
H

2

absorbs— 61.5) or cyanogen (C
2 + N

2=
C

2
N

2
— 74.5.

Such a gas is decomposed in the in-

verse proportion to the liberation of heat.

This, in effect, is what we obtained with

hypochlorous gas, heated below 100°
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or traversed by an electric spark, or

placed in contact with a body in ignition
;

the gas detonated at once, reproducing

chlorine and oxygen. Butitisnot the same

with acetylene nor with cyanogen. These

gases neither detonate by the influence

of heating nor by the influence of the

electric spark, although they are decom-

posed by them, little by little, and with-

out exploding. On the other hand, I

have found that a quick shock of mercury

fulminate will cause them to detonate

rapidly with considerable flame, and sep-

aration of their elements, carbon and hy-

drogen in the case of acetylene, and car-

bon and nitrogen in the case of cyanogen.

The experiments have recently been de-

scribed.*

3. The explosive mixtures formed by

the union of oxygen with a combustible

gas, may also burn with extremely vary-

ing rapidities, according to the method

of the propagation of the chemical re-

action.

* See Comptes Rendus, 93, p . 240.
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We have cited tlie experiments of M.

Bnnsen who thought it possible to fix

the rapidity of combustion of a mixture

of hydrogen and oxygen gas, in equivalent

proportions, at 34 meters per second, and

that of a mixture of carbon monoxide

and oxygen at only a meter. These ex-

periments were based on the rétrograda-

tion of the' flame back into the mixture,

while flowing out into the atmosphere

through a narrow opening. Having

recently undertaken these experiments

with M, Vieille under different condi-

tons, we have observed rapidities incom-

parably greater. Our method of opera-

tion was as follows :

On each occasion we filled, under

atmospheric pressure, with an explosive

mixture, an iron tube 5 meters long,

having an internal diameter equal to 8

mm., capable of being sometimes kept

open and sometimes closed at its ex-

tremities, or else a lead tube 40 meters

in length, or sometimes a thick india-

rubber tube 40 meters long. By means of

a special arrangement we were able to reg-
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ister the passage of the explosive wave,

first at the beginning of the tube, then

further on, and finally at the end of the

tube,* and also we were able to measure

the time elapsing between these differ-

ent passages. These experiments were

made with tubes which were sometimes

opened at one extremity and sometimes

closed
;
on some occasions they were

placed horizontally, and on others they

were arranged vertically, and under dif-

ferent pressures. They proved to us

that the detonation is propagated with

a rapidity equal to thousands of meters

per second, as well for the mixture of

hydrogen and oxygen as for the mixture

of carbon monoxide and oxygen.

4. The difference between these results

and those which were obtained by M.

Bunsen may be explained by the variance

in conditions. The gases burned in the

earlier experiments were cooled by con-

tact with the air, and the explosive wave

was not produced. The difference be-

tween the two kinds of combustion ap-

* Comptes Rendus
, 93, p. 19.
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peardl analogous to that which exists

between the simple burning of explosive

substances, an operation in which the

movement of the different particles takes

place confusedly and in an independent

manner, and their sudden detonation,

provoked by a fulminating cap, an opera-

tion in which the movements become co-

ordinated. Hence the effects of temper-

ature and of pressure attain their maxi-

mum, and are propagated with an incom-

parably greater rapidity. Some of these

observations made with the fire-damp of

mines seems to bear an analogous inter-

pretation.

5. The characteristic feature of this

order of phenomena is the production

of an explosive wave, that is to say, of a

certain regular surface where the trans-

formation is produced and which brings

about a similar state of combination, of

temperature, of pressure, etc. This sur-

face, once produced, propagates itself

layer by layer throughout the entire

mass, in consequence of the transmis-

sion of successive shocks of the gas-
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eous molecules carried to a vibratory

condition more intense in consequence

of the heat given off in their com-

bination and transformed in situ
,

or

more exactly with a relatively feeble dis-

placement. Analogous phenomena may
be developed with solid and liquid ex-

plosives in conformity with what has

been said above.

6. These effects are comparable to

those of a sound wave
;

but, however,

with this important difference, that the

explosive phenomena does not reproduce

itself periodically, that is to say, it starts

a single and characteristic wave, whereas

the phenomena of sound is reproduced

by a periodical succession of equal waves.

There is, moreover, this important dif-

ference that the mechanical energy of a

system of molecules, whose association

forms the sound wave, remains sensibly

constant during the propagation of the

wave, and that it is slight, while the

mechanical energy of the system of mole-

cules which constitutes the explosive wave

is enormous, and that it begins at once by
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growing and tends towards a maximum,
which is determined by the very highest

temperature that the system can reach

due to the chemical transformation actu-

ally realizable. In fact this maximum is

never reached, in consequence of the con-

ditions of cooling, but it is more nearly

approached as the reaction is more rapid,

and is carried on in a medium more con-

densed and on a greater mass.

7. The propagation of successive

shocks between the ultimate molecules

of bodies leads us to push further the

comparison of the mechanical effects and

the thermal effects which are developed

simultaneously. In reality the mechanical

energy communicated to this order of

molecules by the chemical combination is

nothing else than the heat itself given off

in the reaction, and the pressure exerted

on the molecules themselves and on the

walls of the vessels, is the immediate

phase of the transformation according to

present theories. We have reached,

therefore, a point where the two orders

of ideas tend to confound themselves.
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8. It follows from these explanations

that the rapidity of the[propagation of the

explosion becomes comparable to the ra-

pidity of sound, which is also propagated

in virtue of an undulatory movement, the

rapidity of these two movements being of

the same order as the rapidity of transla-

tions of the gaseous molecules.

9. It is possible to define this point of

view by observing that the rapidity of

the translation of the gaseous molecules

is equal, according to the formulas of M.

Clausius to 29.354 metersy — per sec-

P
ond. T in this instance represents the

absolute temperature (273 -M), p the

density of the gaseous mixture in terms

of that of air. Let T= 3000 e
,
a temper-

ature whose development* may be ad-

mitted in the gaseous mixtures which we
are considering, taken at the normal

pressure. The actual rapidity of the

translation of the gaseous molecules

would be included between 1,300 meters

* Ann. de Chem, et de Phys., 5 Series 12, 309.
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and 1,600 per second, according as one

operates on carbon dioxide or on a mix-

ture of carbon monoxide and oxygen, or

on a dissociated mixture containing these

different compounds. It would be in-

cluded between 2,000 and 2,500 meters

per second for steam or its constituents.

These figures may furnish the first term

of the comparison, though we must not

forget that explosive phenomena are

more complex than a simple movement
of translation, or even than the propaga-

tion of a sound wave.

VII.

Explosions by Influence.

1. Thus far we have regarded the de-

velopment of the explosive reactions

either from the point of view of their

duration in an homogeneous system in

which all the parts are maintained at the

same temperature, or else from the stand-

point of their propagation in a system

equally homogeneous, to which fire is ap-
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plied directly by means of a body in ig-

nition or else by a violent shock. In

these later years, however, the study of

explosive substances has revealed the

existence of another method of propagat-

ing the reactions in an explosive center,

this propagation taking place at a dis-

tance and by the intermediation of the

air or certain solid bodies which do not

themselves participate in the chemical

change.

We shall now speak of what are

called explosions by influence, whose ex-

istence was formerly suspected from cer-

tain known facts relative to the simul-

taneous explosion of several buildings

separated by considerable space from

each other, as in catastrophes occurring

in powder mills. Attention has been

specially directed to this class of phenom-

ena by the study of nitro-glycerin and

gun-cotton.

2. We will begin by giving the most

important characteristic facts. A dyna-

mite cartridge made to detonate by

means of a fulminate cap causes the ad-
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joining cartridges to detonate, not only

by contact and by direct shock, but even

from a distance. In this way an indefi-

nite number of cartridges, arranged in a

regular course, may be made to deto-

nate.

3. The distances to which the explo-

sion may be propagated are relatively

great. Thus, for instance, with cartridges

contained in rigid metallic envelopes

and placed on a resisting soil, the deto-

nation produced by 100 grams of Yonges

dynamite (75 per cent, nitro-glycerin, and

25 per cent, randanite, that is to say, very

finely divided silica) communicates itself

0.3 meters of distance, according to the

experiments of Captain Coville. D being

equal to the distance in meters, and C
the weight of the charge in kilograms,

the experiments of this officer show that

D=3.0C.
When the caps were laid on a rail, D

was found to be equal to 7.0C.

On soft or ploughed-up earth the dis-

tances, on the contrary, are less.

When a cartridge is suspended in air
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there is no detonation by influence, per-

haps because the cartridge not being

fixed can recoil freely, which diminishes

the violence of the shock. Nevertheless,

there are experiments which show that

the air suffices for the transmission of

the detonation by influence, although

with greater difficulty and requiring a

greater mass of the explosive.

With a dynamite less rich in nitro-

glycerin (55 per cent, of nitro-glycerin

and 45 per cent, of the argillaceous

ashes of boghead coal), contained in

similar cartridges, and placed along

the ground, the experiments of Captain

Pamard have given the smallest dis-

tances : D= 0.9UC. If metallic envelopes

having less resistance are used, the dis-

tance at which the explosion is propa-

gated is likewise diminished. Dynamite

simply spread along the ground ceases to

propagate the explosion. The experi-

ments performed in Austria have given

similar results. They have shown that

the explosion is communicated either in

the free air with intervals of 4 cm.,
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or else through pine boards 18 mm. thick.

In a lead tube with a diameter =0.15

meters and a meter in length, a cartridge

placed at one extremity has caused

the detonation of a cartridge at the

other end. The explosion is still bet-

ter transmitted through tubes made

with wrought iron. The couplings of

the tube diminish their aptitude for

transmission.

4. An explosion which is propagated in

this manner will go on weakening itself

from cartridge to cartridge, and even

change its character. Thus, according to

the experiments made by Captain Müntz
at Versailles, in 1872, a first charge of

dynamite, exploded directly, excavated a

funnel-shaped hole in the ground with a

radius of 0.30 meters
;
the second charge,

detonated by influence, produced an

opening of only 0.22 meters; Ihe effect

of the detonation was then reduced. This

reduction should manifest itself towards

the limit of the distance at which the

influence ceases. In the same way
four tin sieves were taken and located
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40 mm. apart, a small cylinder of gun-

cotton was placed against each of them

and the entire affair arranged on a board.

15 mm. in front of the first sieve a similar

cylinder was detonated. All of the

cylinders detonated, but a progressive

diminution was observed in the indenta-

tions produced in the board below each

cylinder. According to these facts the

propagation by influence depends at the

same time on the pressure acquired by

the gas, and on the nature of the support.

It is not even necessary that it should be

rigid.

5. Finally, in operating under water

at a depth of 1.30 meters, a charge of 5

kilograms of dynamite brought on an ex-

plosion of a charge of 4 kilograms, situ-

ated at a distance of 3 meters. The

water then transmits the explosive shock,

at least to a certain distance, as does a

solid body. This transmission is so

violent that the fish are killed in ponds

within a sphere of a certain radius by

the explosion of a dynamite cartridge,

a process which is frequently employed
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to fish a body of water, but which is

objectionable as depopulating the stream.

6. Similar experiments have been made
by Abel, with compressed gun-cotton.

According to his observations the ex-

plosion of the first block determines that

of a series of similar blocks. The pro-

pagation under water has likewise been

studied
; the explosion of a torpedo

charged with fulminating cotton caused

the detonation of adjoining torpedoes

placed within a certain radius of activity.

The sudden pressures transmitted by the

water when measured by means of the

compression of lead at different distances,

such as 2.50 m., 3.50 m., 4.50 m., 5.50 m.,

go on decreasing, as would be ex-

pected. Besides, experiment has shown,

that the relative position of the charge

and of the “ crusher” is of no conse-

quence, which is in harmony with the

principle of equal transmission in all

directions of hydraulic pressures.

7. Explosions of fulminating substan-

ces, which are rapidly propagated to a

great number of caps, belong to this
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same order of explosions by influence.

We have previously cited the explosion

in the Rue Beranger. The experiments

which M. Sarrau made on that occasion

showed that caps of the description

which produced this catastrophe may be

successively burned in a fire without

giving rise to
#

a general explosion
;

whereas the explosion of a few of these

same caps, each containing 10 milli-

grammes of explosive material, if it is

provoked by a rapid pressure, determines

by influence the explosion of the adjoin-

ing packages, even when they are not

contiguous and are situated at. a distance

of 15 centimeters apart. A general ex-

plosion may thus easily be produced by

influence.

8. It follows then from these facts,

and especially from the experiments

made under water, that the explosions

by influence are not due to inflammation,

properly so called, but to the transmission

of a shock arising from the enormous

and sudden pressures produced by the

nitro-glycerin or the gun-cotton.
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Let us enlarge upon this explanation ;

it is the same fundamentally as that

which we have already shown as account-

ing for the influence of the shock which

determines the direct detonation of ex-

plosive substances.

9. In an extremely rapid reaction, the

pressures may approach to the hmit

which corresponds to the matter deton-

ating in its own volume, and the com-

motion due to the sudden development

of almost theoretical pressures can be

propagated both through the ground and

supports as intermediary or through

the air itself, projected en masse
,
as has

been shown by the explosion of certain

powder factories and of gun-cotton mag-

azines, and even by some of the experi-

ments with dynamite and compressed

gun-cotton. The intensity of the shock

propagated either by a column of air or

by a liquid or solid mass, varies with the

nature of the explosive body and its

mode of inflammation
;

it is of greater

violence according as the length of the

chemical reaction is shorter and develops
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more gas, that is to say, a higher initial

pressure, and more heat, that is to say,

work, for the same weight of explosive

material.

10. This transmission of a shock is

conveyed better by solids than by liquids,

better by liquids than by gases
; with

gases it becomes better, as they are more

compressed. Through solids it is better

propagated according to their degree of

hardness, iron transmitting it better

than earth, and hard ground better than

ploughed soil.

All breaks of continuity in the trans-

mitting material tend to weaken it, es-

pecially if a softer substance is inter-

posed. Thus it is that the use of a tube,

made from a goose quill, as a receiver

stops the effect of mercury fulminate,

while a tube or a capsule of copper

transmits this effect in all its inten-

sity.

The explosions by influence are the

better propagated in a series of cart-

ridges according as the envelope of the

first detonating cartridge is the more re-
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sisting, which allows the gases to attain

a greater pressure before the covering is

destroyed.

The existence of an empty space, that

is to say, filled only with air, between the

fulminate and the dynamite, on the other

hand diminishes the violence of the

shock transmitted, and in consequence

that of the explosion
;
generally the ef-

fects of breaking powders are lessened

when there is uo contact.

11. To form a full conception of the

transmission of sudden pressures which

produce shock by the supporting medi-

um, it is desirable to recall this general

principle, in virtue of which in a homo-

geneous mass, pressures are transmitted

equally in all directions and are the same

on a small element of surface whatever

its position. Detonations produced un-

der water with gun-cotton show that

this principle is equally applicable to the

sudden pressures which produce the ex-

plosive phenomena. But it ceases to be

true when one passes from one medium
to another.
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12. If the inert chemical matter which

transmits the explosive movement is

fixed in a given situation on the surface

of the ground, or better, on the surface

of the rail on which the first cartridge

was placed, or better still, held by the

pressure of a mass of deep water, in the

midst of which the first detonation is

produced, the propagation of the move-

ment in this matter will hardly be able to

take place except under the form of a

wave of a purely physical order, and

consequently of an essentially different

character from the first wave of a chemi-

cal and physical order simultaneously

developed in the explosive body itself.

This new wave propagates the concus-

sion away from the explosive center, all

around it, and with an intensity which

decreases inversely as the square of the

distance. Even in the neighborhood of

the center, the displacements of the

molecules may break the cohesion of the

mass and disperse it, or crush it by en-

larging the chamber of explosion, if the

operation is conducted in a cavity. But
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a very short distance (the magnitude of

which depends on the elasticity of the

surrounding* medium) these movements,

confused at the beginning, arrange

themselves in such order as to produce

a wave, properly so called, characterized

by compressions and sudden deforma-

tions of the material, the amplitude of

these oscillations depending upon themag-

nitude of the initial impulse. They move

with a very great rapidity, and preserve

their regularity up to the point where the

medium is broken. Then these compres-

sions and sudden deformations change

their nature and are transformed into a

movement of impulse, that is to say,

they reproduce the shock. If then they

act on a new cartridge they may deter-

mine its explosion; the shock will be

otherwise weakened by the distance, and

in consequence the character of the ex-

plosion may be modified. The effects

diminish in this manner up to a certain

point, from which the explosion ceases to

produce itself.

When this occurs on a second cart-
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ridge the same series of effects will be

produced from the second to the third

cartridge; but they depend on the char-

acter of the explosion of the second cart-

ridge. And thus it goes on.

13. Such is the theory that appears to

me to explain explosions by influence and

the phenomena which accompany them.

It depends, definitely, on the production

of two orders of waves
;
one series rep-

resents the explosive waves, properly

so called, developed in the midst of the

matter which detonates, and consists

of a continually reproduced transforma-

tion of the chemical actions into ther-

mal and mechanical actions, which trans-

mit the shock to the support and to

the contiguous bodies; the other is a

purely mechanical and physical series,

which transmits equally the sudden

pressures all round the center of the con-

cussion to the adjoining bodies, and by a

singular circumstance to a new mass of

explosive material.

14. A theory differing from this was

originally proposed by Abel. It is the
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theory of Synchronous vibrations
,

to

which we shall now direct our atten-

tion. According to this English savant,

the originating cause of the detonation

of an explosive lies in the synchronism,

between the vibrations produced by the

body which provokes the detonation, and

those which the first body would produce

in detonating, precisely as a violin string

resounds at a distance in unison with

another vibrating chord.

Prof. Abel has cited the following facts

in support of his theory. To begin with,

the detonators appear to differ with each

variety of explosive. For instance, nitro-

gen iodide, so susceptible to shock or fric-

tior, cannot cause the detonation of com-

pressed gun-cotton. Nitrogen chloride,

so easily exploded will not produce the

same detonation, except when ten times

the weight of the necessary fulminate is

used. In the same way nitro-glycerin

will not produce a detonation of gun-

cotton in sheets on which is placed the case

containing the nitro-glycerin. In this way

nitro-glycerin up to 23.3 grams can be
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detonated without effect. On the other

hand, the inverse influence is proved;

7.75 grains of compressed gun-cotton

having caused the detonation at a dis-

tance of 25 mm. of nitro-glycerin

wrapped up in an envelope of thin sheet

iron. A cap filled with a mixture of

potassium ferrocyanide and potassium

chlorate, likewise, (according to Brown)

will not detonate gun-cotton. Finally, a

cap consisting of a mixture of mercury

fulminate and potassium chlorate, should

be used of much heavier weight than if

it be filled with the pure fulminate,

(according to Trauzl). Nevertheless, the

heat given off by the same weight is

greater by one-fifth than that with the

first mixture.

15. Messrs. Champion and Pellet have

brought to the support of this ingenious

hypothesis the following experiments:

they attached to the strings of a double

bass particles of nitrogen iodide, a sub-

stance which detonates on the slightest

friction. Then they made the strings of

a similar instrument vibrate at a short
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distance off; a detonation was produced,

but only for sounds higher than a certain

note, which corresponds to 60 vibrations

per second. They also took two con-

jugate parabolic mirrors placed 2.5 meters

apart and they arranged along the line

of foci at different points several drops

of nitro-glycerin or of nitrogen-iodide,

then they detonated at one of the foci

a large drop of nitro-glycerin
; they

observed that the explosive substances

placed in the conjugated foci detonated

in unison to the exclusion of the same

substances placed at other points. A
layer of lamp-black placed on the surface

of the mirrors was designed to prevent

the reflection and the concentration of

the heat rays.

16. As yet none of the experiments

appear to me to be conclusive, and several

of them seem even to be formally opposed

to the theory. W e shall begin by observ-

ing that the characteristic feature of a

given musical note, capable of determining

each variety of explosion, has never been

established
;
it is only below a certain note

i
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that the effects cease to be produced while

they take place by preference, whatever

the explosive bodies may be, by the action

of the most acute notes. Besides, these

effects cease to produce themselves at

distances which are incomparably less

than the resources of the chords in

unison, which goes to prove that the de-

tonations are functions of the intensity

of the mechanical action, rather than

of the character of the determining

vibration. Similarly, the detonation

ceases to be produced when the weight

of the detonator is too slight, and in con-

sequence when the mechanical energy of

the shock is weakened. Nevertheless, the

specific vibratory note which determines

the explosions should always remain the

same. For instance, cartridges filled

with 75 per cent, of dynamite cease to

detonate when the capsule contains a

weight of fulminate less than 0.2 grams;

the detonation only being assured in all

cases by the regulation weight of

one gram. This confirms the existence

of a direct relation between the character
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of the detonation and the intensity of

the shock produced by one and the same

detonator.

If it is true that gun-cotton will cause

the nitro-glycerin to detonate in con-

sequence of the synchronism of the

vibration communicated, then we do not

understand why the reciprocal action

does not take place, while the absence

of reciprocity can be easily explained by

the difference of the structure of the two

substances which play so important a

part in the transformation of the me-

chanical energy into work.

17. This same diversity of structure

and the modifications which it introduces

into the transmission of the phenomena

of shock and the transformation of

mechanical energy into thermal energy,

may be called upon to explain the facts

observed by Abel.

The difference between the energy of

pure fulminate and of the fulminate mixed

with potassium chlorate is no less easily

explained; the shock produced by the

first body being sharper on account of
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the absence of all dissociation of the

product (which is no other than carbon

monoxide), this absence should be con-

trasted with the dissociation of carbon

dioxide formed in the second case. Per-

haps, also, the formation of potassium

chloride disseminated through the gas

produced, with the concurrence of potas-

sium chlorate weakens the shock, just the

same as silicon does in the case of dyna-

mite.

18. All the effects observed with nitro-

gen-iodide may be explained by the

vibration of the supports and by the

effects of rubbing which results there-

from, this substance being particularly

sensitive to friction.

19. The experiment with the conjugate

mirrors may also be easily explained by

the concentration in the focus of the

movements of the air, and therefore of

the mechanical effects which result.

20. Besides, M. Lambert has proved

by experiments made for the commission

on explosive substances, that in the ex-

plosion of dynamite cartridges in tubes
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of cast iron of large diameter, regarded

from the standpoint of detonations by

influence, there does not appear to be

any difference between the ventral seg-

ments and the nodes characteristic of the

tube.

21. Desiring to clear up this entire

question by removing it from the influ-

ence of the supports and of the diversity

of cohesion and physical structure of

solid explosive substances, I undertook

a series of special experiments on the

chemical stability of matter in sonorous

vibration and especially on that of gaseous

bodies such as ozone, hydrogen arsen-

ide or liquids, such as hydrogen peroxide,

and persulphuric acid, all of these bodies

being selected from among those which

decompose or change spontaneously, at

ordinary temperatures with the disen-

gagement of heat, precisely as explosive

substances do. The description of these

experiments may be found in the Comptes

Rendus or in the Revue Scientifique,

May, 1880.
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They léad to the conclusion, that sub-

stances which are transformable with the

disengagement of heat, are stable under

the influence of sound waves, while they

are decomposed under the influence of

ethereal vibrations. This diversity in the

mode of action of the two classes of

vibrations is not surprising when we con-

sider that the most acute sonorous vibra-

tions are incomparably slower than the

luminous or thermal vibrations.

22. Hence, it appears certain that

the propagation of explosions by influ-

ence is not made in virtue of an undula-

tory movement, which is a complex motion

of a chemical and physical order in the

midst of the explosive substance which

is decomposed, while it is purely physical

in the midst of intermediary substances

which suffer no decomposition. But that

which distinguishes this sort of move-

ment of the vibrations, properly so called,

is, first of all, its extreme intensity, that

is to say, the magnitude of the mechanical

energy which it transmits
;

it is also the

unique character of the explosive wave
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which is propagated in contra-distinc-

tion with the multiplicity of successive

sonorous waves. Finally it is essential

to observe that the explosive material

does not detonate because it transmits

the movement, but on the contrary be-

cause it arrests it, and because it trans-

forms on the spot the mechanical energy

into thermal energy, capable of suddenly

raising the temperature of the substance

up to the degree which will produce its

decomposition.
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A Short Historical Sketch of Gunpowder.

The question, “ Who discovered gun-

powder?” is usually answered to-day

unisono :

“ Berthold Schwarz, the Freiburg

monk.”

So our youth has been taught for two

generations, and this is quite enough to

make any doubt of this assumed fact ap-

pear as idle folly.

Nevertheless doubt is justified. The

contemporaneous writers, the authors of

the middle and of the latter half of the

fourteenth century, knew nothing of the

discovery of the monk of Freiburg. The

name of Berthold Schwarz is first men-

tioned long after “ Büchsen ” and “ Kat-

zen ” (small cannon or mortars) were

used in firing, and after a “ Katzen-

stadl,” i. 6., a gun-foundry, as well as an

arsenal existed in Augsburg, for instance.

But even those who grant Schwarz the
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honor of being the first to make use of

the preparation of gunpowder in Ger-

many, and to spread the knowledge of

its use, deny him part of the merit of the

discovery. They assert that he too be-

longs to the great number of those “ who
did not discover gunpowder

;

” at all

events he could not have taken out a

patent on his “ invention,” for it had

been in use for centuries. The Chinese

had been long acquainted with it ; traces

of it are found among the Saracens and

the Byzantines
;

it may be assumed, say

they, that the discovery is derived from

the Chinese, and has passed by various,

no longer accurately determinable, steps,

to the Byzantines, and through them has

arrived in Germany
;
although the By-

zantine or “Greek fire” is not identical

with modern gunpowder, it is of earlier

date, and the latter bears the same rela-

tion to the former that an amendment

bears to the principal motion, or an ad-

ditional or improvement pattern to the

main patent.

Occupied with these doubts, I find in
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the “ Chronicles of Augsburg,” composed

by the learned Clemens Jager, about the

middle of the sixteenth century, the no-

tice that a Jew
,
named Typsiles

,
discov-

ered gunpowder in the year 1353, in

Augsburg
,

and from Augsburg the

preparation of gunpowder
,

its applica-

tion to military purposes, and the manu-

facture of fire-arms, spread throughout

Germany and over the rest of Europe.

True, the chronicler Clemens Jager,

writes two hundred years after the dis-

covery and the propagation of gunpow-

der manufacture in Europe, and cannot

therefore speak from personal observa-

tion or the observation of his contem-

poraries. But the same is true of the

warranters and witnesses of the patent

of the monk of Freiburg. Clemens Jager

is, however, to be regarded as an earnest

and authentic writer, who has studied

his sources carefully. We are compelled

to believe that, to make such an asser-

tion with such apodictic certainty, he

must have had his good sources and

grounds therefor, and that he could as-
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sume belief and agreement in liis asser-

tion from his fellow-citizens in Augsburg,

who were acquainted with his sources,

and instructed by the traditions of their

forefathers on the subject. Indeed, his

statement not only remained uncontra-

dicted at the time, but was confirmed

and repeated by other chroniclers and

other authors of later date.

We may therefore assume as authen-

tic that it was believed in Augsburg, in

the sixteenth century, that the discovery

or re-discovery of gunpowder by the said

Typsiles took place within the wTalls of

that good city.

I acknowledge that this view is found-

ed on a legend as well as that which as-

serts the authorship of Berthold Schwarz.

In this respect one has not much prefer-

ence over the other. We also know

little more of Schwarz than of Typsiles
;

in both cases we must be content with

the mere names.

But here there is nevertheless a slight

difference. “Schwarz” belongs to the

names which are so common that they
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hardly bear the stamp of individuality.

Schwarz is a name like Brown or White,

like Smith or Jones, like Miller or

Baker.

Typsiles, on the contrary, has a mean-

ing. The name is not of Jewish, but of

Greek origin, when we consider Typto

or Psilos, or regard it as a compound of

the two, or of two similar words.

The name points to the Levant, to the

Byzantine empire—to Constantinople,

which at that time not yet conquered

from the Turks, had still an active inter

course with the West; we find, for

instance, Byzantine coins everywhere,

from Hungary and Roumania to Den-

mark and Sweden, and thence to Portu-

gal and Spain. The old German shrines

of relics are of Byzantine origin. So

also the old imperial crowns. And the

Hungarian king’s crown, so celebrated

for its age and adventures (it was sev-

eral times sold, stolen, pawned, con-

quered, robbed, hidden, and yet always

reproduced), and regarded by every good
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Hungarian as sacred, is of Byzantine

origin.

It is a fact that the Byzantines pos-

sessed an explosive substance closely re-

lated to modern gunpowder, as it came

into use in the middle of the fourteenth

century in Germany, and middle and

Western Europe.

These circumstances lead us to the

conjecture that the said Typsiles, be he

of Jewish, or Greek Catholic, or Roman
Catholic confession—for faith has noth-

ing to do with gunpowder—came from

the Orient, and brought thence a knowl-

edge of the preparation of Greek fire

into the free imperial city of Augsburg,

the metropolis then of the Alemannic

countries in Germany, where, by modifi-

cations of the technical methods em-

ployed, he effected the preparation of our

gunpowder.

I do not intend to write an account of

the Greek fire, or the science of gunnery

in Constantinople, which passed from

the Byzantines to the Turks (as did, for

instance, the dome of the churches, and
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much else), but only, en passant
,
to in-

sert two interesting notices.

The u Greek fire ” played its part on

into the nineteenth century.

During the Greek war for independ-

ence in the twenties, the Greeks obtained

only occasional successes by land, and

these did not prove to be lasting. The

separate bands of the armatoli, klephts

and palikari, brave as they were, soon

dispersed again. The truly decisive tri-

umphs of more permanent effect wrere

gained at sea, where a Miavlis and a

Sachturis delivered murderous battle to

the fleets of Chosren and Ibrahim
;
and

here it was that the activity of the Greeks

triumphed over the lethargy of the Turks,

the small vessels of the Greeks, so ca-

pable of manceuvering, over the colossal,

unwieldy and heavy vessels of the Turks ;

and principally by means of fire ships

and the Greek fire.

These small fire-ships, furnished with

this combustible, each manned by nine,,

or at most twelve men, swarmed about

the large Turkish ships, surrounded them
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on all sides and endeavored to deprive

them of wind. The Greeks were familiar

with the seas and coasts, those of the main-

land as well as those of the innumer-

able islands, which latter had furnished

the trained mariners, men of bravery and

skill, inured to the perils of war and the

sea, whose wants were so few that a

handful of black olives sufficed for a

day’s subsistence. They were versed in

the wind and weather of these seas, and

could anticipate their character for seve-

ral days, so as to prepare combined plans

of operations in advance. The Turks,

on the contrary, generally rode at anchor.

“ To anchor suits best the believers in

Fatalism/’ (Mouiller convient aux adep-

tes du Fatalism) says the French Vice-

Admiral Jurien de la Gravière, in his

highly interesting contribution to the

history of the Orient, from 1815 to 1830,

which he has furnished in his book “ La
Station du Levant.”

When the Turkish ships, finding them-

selves surrounded by the Greek fire ships,

overcoming their fatalistic lethargy, final-
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ly put themselves in motion, it was gen-

erally too late to escape them by a pre-

cisely executed manoeuvre. The fire-ship

knew how to attach itself and its fire—its

Greek fire—which burned on and ex-

ploded even under water, so skillfully

that it could not be gotten rid of. The

nine or twelve men in the fire-ship pulled

rapidly out of danger in a light boat,

while the Greek fire blew the Turkish

vessel into the air, or at least tore open a

breach of several meters in extent, and

thereby usually succeeded in sinking it.

In our torpedoes and torpedo-boats we
observe a new form and application of

the Greek fire-ships and Greek fire, which

has possibly entirely changed naval war-

fare. At all events the above-mentioned

Jurien de la Gravière thought it possible

to predict as much. Meanwhile the Ger-

mans have every reason to be grateful for

the invention of torpedoes, for in 1870

they successfully protected and defended

their coasts and seaports.

So much for the notice in regard to

the history of the Greek fire.
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The secondnotice relates to the artillery

of the Turks. In the palmiest days of

the Turkish Empire, in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, the Turkish army ex-

celled in cavalry and artillery. As early as

the fifteenth century a gun-foundry ex-

isted in Constantinople. In Turkish it is

called top-hane. In the ear of the Turk the

cannon shot does not sound as in our own,
“ bang,” but “ top.” Top is the gun, and

hane the house. Hence, “ gun-house ”
;

and this is precisely what “ Katzenstadl
”

signifies in Augsburg. In the sixteenth

century this gun-foundry, this top-hanê,

lying in the suburb Pera, enjoyed an ex-

traordinary celebrity, and the writers of

the day (the Genoese Giovanni Antonio

Menavino, for instance) do not fail to add

to their notice of this gun-foundry, that

they were Greek Jews or Jewish Greeks

who conducted the entire establishment,

namely, the casting of cannon and the

preparation of gunpowder, thus furnish-

ing the elements of war and destruction

to the hereditary and arch-fiend of Chris-

tendom, as the Turks were called, al-
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though then and thereafter in alliance, or

at least in most cordial harmony, with

the 44 most Christian King ” of France.

Here certain remarks are pertinent,

which I hesitate to communicate. They

may be oil on the flames of our anti-semit-

ics of to-day. At all events these re-

marks cast a peculiar, even somewhat

comic, retrospective light on the fact that

it was also, as Clemens Jager informs us,

a Greek 44 Jew named Typsiles,” who fur-

nished the Christians of the West their

elements of destruction and war to be used

against the Mohammedans of the East.

The matter is therefore compensated.

Let us return, after the communica-

tion of these Greco-Turkish notices, from

the East to the West, to Germany, to

Augsburg. That this metropolis of the

Alemanni, like Niirmberg, the metropolis

of the Franks, stood then, in the four-

teenth century, on the pinnacle of arts

and manufactures in Germany, is an in-

disputable fact. Niirmberg was cele-

brated for the discovery of painting on

glass, Augsburg for that of linen or rag
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paper (in contradistinction to the old

parchment or the East Indian cotton

paper). Even this claim is contested by-

other German cities—Ravensburg, for

instance, which can produce a register of

the year 1324 written on rag paper, and

a linen paper mill of the year 1412. But

the claims of Augsburg rest on older

documents, namely—city accounts of the

year 1320, undoubtedly genuine, and

written on linen paper. It also pos-

sesses such a document of 1330, and

many from 1360 on. In short, there is

no doubt that Germany can produce the

oldest documents on linen paper—older

than those produced by Spain and Italy

—and that, among the competing Ger-

man cities it is Augsburg again which

contains the oldest of these possessions.

The importance of this discovery is ap-

parent when it is remembered that the

art of printing would not have spread so

rapidly so soon after its discovery, had

not linen paper, which surpasses parch-

ment paper in cheapness and cotton

paper in durability, already existed.
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This same Augsburg, which rejoices in

the oldest linen pape]*, rejoices also in

the oldest cannon, i. e., machines from

which, by means of gunpowder
,

balls

were fired at the enemy. These were

then called “ Katzen,” or “ Biichsen ,r

(generally written ‘* Puchsen,” 4
* Buch-

sen,” or “ Pugxen ”). At first they were

of wood with iron hoops, and threw stone

balls. Augsburg made use of such ma-

chines as early as 1372, in the war against

the Bavarian dukes. This is attested by

the historian Adelzreiter, and confirmed

by the city accounts, in which it may also

be seen that the gunpowder manufac-

tured by the city,was made from salt-

petre. In the city accounts of 1377
66 grosze Biichsen,” large guns, which

the city ordered to be cast
,
are already

mentioned, hence metallic cannon. There

also existed a “ Biichsen meister,” or

a master-gunner, appointed by the city.

I select the following extracts from a

valuable little paper on “ Augsburg and

its Former Industries,” long ago out of

print and forgotten, written and pub-
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lished, under commission from the city,

by the industrious city recorder, Theo-

dore Herberger, in 1852, on the occasion

of the exposition of arts and manu-

factures of the Bavarian district of Sua-

bia and Neuberg, which is based upon an

accurate study of the archives there,

namely, the city accounts.

In 1371 the city had expenditures “for

saltpetre for the guns,” for saltpetre for

the manufacture of powder for the guns.

In the account 20 guns are mentioned as

being used in firing
;
moreover, “ Trink-

gelder ” (pour boire) for the vassals who
served these guns. The expenditures for

the wooden frames on which the guns

were supported are reckoned in the ac-

count. A year later, 1372, 400 shot were

cast for the guns
;

lead “ for casting ”

occurs in the account, saltpetre and
“ wilder schwefel ” (wild sulphur) for

gunpowder. One year later, 1373, the

expenditure for copper, lead, “ and other

material ” is reckoned in the account “ for

4 guns. Another year later there occurs

in the accounts an item “ for a mortar, in
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which powder for cannon is pulverized.”

Many such and similar items may be

cited to show how far advanced Augs-

burg was when the art of firing with

heavy guns began. Master Walther, the

master-gunner, was not only paid, in

1373, the uncommonly large sum of 160fh,

but also received a special present in

cloth for constructing the guns ordered,

and inspecting the preparation of gun-

powder in the court of a fi< canon of St.

Moriz.” An unusual number of large can-

non was manufactured, according to the ac-

counts, in the years 1410 and 1414, and in

the year 1416 the master-gunner, Ott, who
was also employed to cast bells in foreign

cities, cast several large pieces. All this

proves the early date of an immense

trade in this department. An especially

remarkable man appears in*Augsburg in

the year 1436. Master Heinrich Roggen-

burger, the master-gunner. His office is

more particularly “ the casting of guns,

large and small,” and the firing of them
“ as dexterously as has ever been seen

;

”

he can also prepare the powder therefor.
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Besides, lie is a man remarkably well

versed in the technicalities of his art in

other respects also, and in his letter of

admission he is recommended for the fol-

lowing qualities : He can “make cast and

projectile apparatus, large and small, the

like of which was never seen in German
lands, for this apparatus stands still after

the throw, without moving or altering its

position, and not requiring to be bound

or held ;
” these machines throw masses

of five or six hundred-weight
;
besides,

he makes lifting -machines, by means of

which a hundred hundred-weight may be

lifted from or upon a wagon
;
also shields

for guns and war chariots, and bridges

which may be carried over land and laid

over ditches or running water. More-

over, he understands the building of

houses and towers, water-mills, wind-

mills and horse-mills, and can make cast,

earthen and wooden water conduits to

supply the water of wells to hill and val-

ley. Roggenburger received a yearly

salary of 110 fl. In the year 1502 the

town had a foundry of its own built,
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which was called Katzenstadl. Here, ac-

cording to the account of his contempo-

rary, Clemens Sender, Niklas Oberacker

cast one hundred metallic pieces and a

mortar
;
among the larger pieces were

several forty feet in length. The most

noted of all the gun-founders of Augs-

burg was Gregor Loftier. He was much
occupied, not only in Augsburg, but also

in foreign countries. In the year 1529 the

Government called him to Innsbruck. In

this year and in 1537 he had orders to

recast all the old pieces which the Em-
peror and King Ferdinand had in the

Tyrol. Among the newly cast cannon

were u Karthaunen,” capable of firing a

shot of an hundred-weight. This work

gained for him such approbation that he

was entrusted with casting the statues

designed to decorate the tomb of the

Emperor Maximilian.

Thus far the recorder Herberger. The
statues in Augsburg cast by Gregor Lof-

fel are, nevertheless, not identical with

those colossal life-statues which now sur-

round the tomb of the “last of the
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knights ” in the Franciscan church at

Innsbruck, the authors of which were the

brothers Stephen and Melchior Gcdl.

The statues of Loftier, representing va-

rious saints, twenty-three in number, are

found in the same church, in the so-called

“ Silver Chapel,” on the south wall.

I will not further expand this chapter

on Augsburg gunpowder and Augsburg

ordnance
;
whoever desires to pursue the

subject further, him I refer to the Augs-

burg chronicles of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, published by Profes-

sor Karl Mayer.

I hasten to conclude. I am aware that

this unassuming chat does not solve the

problem, but only brings us a trifle nearer

the solution. I only desired to instigate

doubt and investigation.
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Glycerin. A. Nobel. 39th meeting.

The following references are to articles in the

“ Journal Royal United Service Institute, Lon-

don.”

Gunpowder as a Disruptive Agent. Yol. IL,

p. 269.

Some New Points in the History and Applica-

tion of Gun-cotton, by F. A. Abel. Yol.

VIII.
,
p. 345.
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Gunpowder—Gale’s Plan for Rendering it Non-

Explosive and Re-Explosive at pleasure, by

M. W. Saunders. Vol. X., p. 123.

Gun-cotton Cartridges—Prentice’s System, by

Mr. John Latham. Yol. X., p. 328.

Gun-cotton and other Explosive Agents, by F.

A. Abel. Yol. X., p. 417.

Explosive Bullets and their Application to Mili-

tary Purposes, by Maj. Fosbery. Yol. XII.,

p. 16.

Schultze’s Granulated Wood Gunpowder, by
Mr. Jas. D. Dougall. Yol. XII., p. 127.

The Determination of the Explosive Force of

Gunpowder, by Capt. J. P. Morgan. Yol.

XY., p. 312.

Explosive Agents Applicable to Naval and

Military Purposes as Substitutes for Gun-

powder, by F. A. Abel. Yol. XYI. p.

457.

Recent Improvements in the Manufacture of

Pebble Powder, by Mai. I. P. Morgan, R.

A. Yol. XYIIL, p. 171.

Some Special Features in Large and Small

Grain Powders, by Maj. I. P. Morgan.

Part 86. 1876.

Cotton-Powder for Military and Naval Purposes.

Part 92. 1878.
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The following references are to articles in

Comptes Rendus, published in Paris :

Mémoire sur régies particuleres a suivre dans la

construction des urines, ateliers et magasins

a poudre, par M. Vergnaud. Vol. 21, p.

436.

Détonants (Composés) Nouvelles études sur les

propriétés des corps explosibles. Note de

M. Abel. Tome 69, p. 105.

Mesure des propriétés explosifs du chlorure

d’azote. Note de MM. H. Saint Claire

Deville et Hautefeuille. Tome 69, p. 152.

Note sur une nouvelle poudre a tirer, par M.

Brugere. Tome 69, p. 716.

Production d’une poudre explosive par l’action

du gaz de l’éclairage sur une solution d’azo-

tate de cuivre. Note de M. Jourglet.

Tome 69, p. 1384.

Sur un procédé destine a rendre plus raree les

explosions de grison, Note de M. Raffard.

Tome 69, p. 734.

Sur la force des matières explosives. Note de

M. Cazin. Tome 71, p. 898.

Sur la Nitro-Glycerin et les Diverses Dynamites.

Girard. Millot et Vogt. Tome 71, p. 688.

De la Dynamite et de ses applications au Point

de Vue de la Guerre. P. Champion.

Tome 71, p. 728.

Sur la Préparation Industrielle et les Propriétés

la Nitro-glycerin. P. Champion. Tome 73,

p. 42.
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Sur l’introuuction de la dynamite dans l’exploi-

tation des mines. Remarques de M. Dumas
a l’occasion d’une communication de M. H.

Sainte-Claire Deville sur l’ectat actual de la

métallurgie du plomb en Angleterre. Tome
78, p. 935.

Sur la Force de la Poudre et des Matières Ex-

plosions. M. Berthelot. Tome 71, pp. 619,

667, 677, 709, 940. Tome 72, p. 165.

Dynamite—sur divers modes d’emplois de cette

matierre et sur quelques résultats qu’on a

obtenus dans son application aux besoins

de la guerre. Note de M. Champion.

Tome 72, page 292.

Note sur l’emploi de la dynamite pour beiser

les blocs de fonte, par M. Champion.

Tome 72, p. 870.

Sur l’alteration que présenté quelquefois après

un certain temps; la dynamite contenue

dans des cartouches en papier comme la

livre souvent le commerce. Note M. P.

Guÿot. Tome 72, p. 688.

Sur la preparation industrielle et sur les pro-

priétés de la nitro-glycerin. Sur la dam-
bonite et le dambose nitres. Note de M.
P. Champion. Tome 73, p. 114.

Nouvelles Notes sur la dynamite, par M. P.

Guyot. Tome 73, p. 206 et 1015.

Note sur l’inflammation des poudres explosives,

par M. Zaliwoski. Tome 73, p. 225.
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Note sur les usages de la dynamite, par M.

Barbe. Tome 73, p. 1045.

Nouvelle note de M. Fua, relatif auz explosions

qui se produissent dans les mines de hou-

ville. Tome 73, p. 1201.

Appareil pouvant servir a mesurer les tempéra-

tures d’alteration et de détonation des com-

poses explosifs. Note de MM. L. Leygue

et Champion. Tome 73, p. 1478.

Sur une méthode de determination des gaz

resultant de l’explosions de la nitro-glyce-

rin. Note de M. J. L’Hote. Tome 73,

p. 1013.

Dynamite. M. P. Guyot addresse une note

relatif aux médications qu’apporte la gelée

dans les proprietis explosives de la dyna-

mite. Tome 73, p. 644.

M. Brull addresse quelques nouveaux documents

concernant la fabrication de la dynamite.

Tome 74, p. 1488.

Sur la Théorie de l’explosion des composes dé-

tonants. Note de MM. Champion et Pellet.

Tome 75, p. 210.

Sur l’iodure d’azote. Note de M. C. Husson.

Tome 75, p. 549.

Sur les differents mouvement vibratoires pro-

duits par les composés explosifs. Note de

MM. P. Champion et H. Pellet. Tome 75,

p. 712.
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M. le Secretaire perpétuel signale, parmi les

pieces imprimées de la correspondance un
volume de M. Champion intitulé, la Dyna-

mite et la Nitro-glycerin. Tome 75, p. 699.

Dynamite. Experiences sur les effets de la

dynamite
;
par MM. Roux et Sarrau. Tome

76, p. 1089.

Glycerin et ses Dérivés. Action dissolvante de

la glycerin sur les oleates métalliques, les

oleates calcaires et le sulfate de chaux.

Note de M. E. Asselin. Tome 76, p. 884.

Action du sulfure de sodium sur la glycerin.

Note de M. F. Schlagdenfauffen. Tome 76,

p. 1021.

Sur la production de la glycerin, en partant du
propylene. Note de MM. Friedel et Silva.

Tome 76, p. 1594,

Sur une glycerin de la sérié aromatique. Note

de M. E. Grimaux. Tome 76, p. 1598.

Sur le mode de composition des corps explosifs,

compare aux phenomenes de la sursatura-

tion. Note de MM. P. Champion et H.
Pellet. Tome 77, p. 53.

Sur la chaleur de combustion des matières ex-

plosives. Note de MM. Roux et and Sarrau.

Tome 77, p. 488.

M. Arau de Tersé addresse une note relative a

une poudre de mine a laquelle il donne le

nom de pyrolithe humanitaire. Tome 77,

p. 891.
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Sur la determination directe du degré d’inten-

sité des melanges explosifs, par M. Chabrie.

Tome 78, p. 1138.

Sur les conclusions a tirer des théories ther-

mochimiques auz corps explosifs en gen-

eral, et aux poudres de guerre en particu-

lier, par M. F. Caston. Tome 78, p. 1200.

Etudes sur les propriétés des corps explosifs,

par F. A. Abel. Tome 78, pp. 1227, 1801,

1362 and 1432.

Recherches sur les corps explosibles, explosion

de la poudre. Notes de MM. Noble et F.

A. Abel. Tome 79, pp. 204, 294 and 360.

Recherches sur les effets de la poudre dans les

arms a feu, par M. E. Sarrau. Tome 79,

p. 504.

Remarque sur les recherches récentes concer-

nant l’explosion de la poudre, par MM. Roux
et Sarrau. Tome 79, p. 577.

Recherches experimentales sur les substances

explosibles, par MM. Roux et Sarrau.

Tome 79, p. 757.

Sur un enregister a indications continues pour

la determination de la loi de variation des

pressions produits par les gaz de la poudre.

Note de M. Ricq. Tome 79, p. 760.

Sur de nouveaux appareils destinés a étredier

les phenomenes de combustion des poudres.

Note de MM. Marcel-Deprez H. Sebert.

Tome 7Q p. 980.
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Rapport sur un Mémoire de M. Sarrau, initulé.

“ Recherches théoriques sur les effets de la

poudre et des substances explosives,” par

M. Resal. Tome 79, p. 1472.

H. Brander. Note concernant l’application de

la dynamite a l’artillerie. Tome 79, p. 522.

The following references are to articles in

Van Nostrand’s Engineering Magazine
,
pub-

lished in New York :

New Explosive Agents. Vol. I., p. 153.

The History of Gun-cotton. Yol. I., p. 434.

Nobel’s Blasting Material. New Experiments

with Dynamite. Yol. I., p. 611.

Explosive Agents. Yol. I., p. 729.

Explosions of Nitro-Glycerine. Yol. I., p. 781.

The Combustion of Gunpowder. Yol. II., p.

45.

A New Gunpowder. Yol. II., p. 493.

Explosive Agents. Yol. II., p. 524.

Recent Experiments on the Strength of Canon
Powder. Yol. III., p. 93.

Comparative Effects of Gunpowder and Gun-
cotton. Yol. III., p. 306.

Explosive Power of Nitro-Glycerin. Yol. III.,

p. 603.

Nitro-Glycerin and Gun-cotton. Yol. IY., p.

256.

Gunpowder. Yol. IY., p. 604.

Gunpowder for Heavy Guns. Yol. IY., p. 626.
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The Transport of Explosives. Yol. V., p. 261.

Nitro-Glycerin Test. Yol. Y., p. 367.

Modern Canon Powder. Yol. YL, p. 289.

Manufacture of Gunpowder during the Siege of

Paris. Yol. YL, p. 373.

Explosive Compounds. Yol. VI., p. 386.

The War Department Report on Gun-cotton

Yol. VI.
, p. 479.

Gun-cotton. Yol. VII.
,
p. 64.

A Review of Berthelot’s Essay on the Force of

Gunpowder and other Explosives. Yol.

VII.
,
p. 69.

Explosive Agents Applied to Industrial Pur-

poses. By F. A. Abel. Yol. VII.
,
p. 124.

Theory of the Explosion of Detonating Com-
pounds. Yol. IX., p. 47.

Improvements in the Manufacture of Gun-cot-

ton. By S. I. Mackie. Yol. IX., p. 260.

Explosive Agents Applied to Industrial Pur
poses. By F. A. Abel. Yol. IX., p. 332.

Explosive Compounds. Yol. X., p. 31.

Manufacture and Storage of Explosive Agents.. ,

Yol. X., p. 369.
^

Patent Cotton Gunpowder. Yol. XII., p. 305.

Cotton Gunpowder. Yol. XII.
,
p. 446.

Nitro-Glycerin Explosions. Yol. XIII., p. 25.

Improvements in the Manufacture of Powder.

Yol. XVI., p. 305.

On Frozen Dynamite. By Capt. Philip Hess.

Yol, XVII.
,
p. 417.
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Manufacture of Gunpowder without. Water.

Vol. XVIII.
,
p. 437.

Cotton Powder or Tonite. Vol. XIX., p. 331.

The Modern History of Gunpowder. Vol.

XXL, p. 202.

On the Decomposition of some Explosives. ^
Vol. XXIII., p. 249.

Explosive Gelatine. Vol. XXIV., p. 160.

The following references are to papers in the

“ Proceedings of the United States Naval Insti-

tute,” published at Annapolis, Md.

An Experimental Lecture upon the Causes and

Conditions which promote Explosions. By
Professor C. E. Munroe, U. S. N. A. Vol.

IV., p. 21.

Notes on Nitro-Glycerin. By Prof. C. E. Mun-
roe, U. S. N. A. Vol. V., p. 5.

Notes on Gun Dynamite, or Explosive Gela-

tine. By Prof. C. E. Munroe, U. S. N. A.

Vol. V., p. 21.

On Recent Modifications of the Explosive Force

of Gunpowder. By Lt.-Com. W. M. Fol-

ger, U. S. N. Vol. V., p. 99.

Note on the Manufacture of Nitro-Glycerin at

Vonges. By Prof. C. E. Munroe, U. S. N.
A. Vol. V., p. 141.

Chemical Theory of the Combustion of Powder.
Translated by Prof. Chas. E. Munroe. U.
S. N. A. Vol. ,V., p. 538.
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The Use of Steam in the Manufacture of Gun-

powder. Yol. VIL, p. 183.

Notes on the Literature of Explosives. By
Prof. Chas. E. Munroe, U. S. N. A. Yol.

VIII., pp. 297, 439, 657; Yol. IX., p. 287.

Chemical Theory of Gunpowder. By H. Debus-

Yol. IX., p. 1.

The Drying of Gunpowder Magazines, with a

Theory to Account for the Deterioration of

Gunpowder during Storage. By Professor

Charles E. Munroe, U. S. N. A. Yol. IX.,

p. 332.
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folding plates and diagrams. 8vo, cloth 1 50

HEWSON (WM.) Principles and Practice of Embanking
Lands from River Floods, as applied to the Levees of the
Mississippi. 8vo, cloth 2 00

HOLLEY (ALEX. L.) A Treatiseon Ordnance and Armor, em-
bracing descriptions, discussions, and professional opinions
concerning the materials, fabrication, requirements, capa-
bilities, and endurance of European and American Guns,
for Naval, Sea-Coast, and Iron-Clad Warfare, and their
Rifling, Projectiles, and Breech-Loading

;
also, results of

experiments against armor, from official records, with an
appendix referring to Gun-Cotton, Hooped Guns, etc., etc.

948 pages, 493 engravings, and 147 Tables of Results, etc.

8vo, half roan . ... 10 00

Railway Practice American and European Railway
Practice in the economical Generation of Steam, including
the Materials and Construction of Coal-burning Boilers,

Combustion, the Variable Blast, Vaporization, Circulation,
Superheating, Supplying and Heating Feed-water, etc.,

and the Adaptation of Wood and Coke-burning Engines to

Coal-burning; and in Permanent Way, including Road-bed,
Sleepers, Rails, Joint-fastenings, Street Railways, etc., etc.

With 77 lithographed plates. Folio, cloth 12 00

HOWARD (C. R.) Earthwork Mensuration on the Basis of
the Prismoidal Formulae. Containing simple and labor-

saving method of obtaining Prismoidal Contents directly
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from End Areas. Illustrated by Examples, and accom-
panied by Plain Rules for Practical Uses. Illustrated. 8vo,
cloth $i 50

INDUCTION-COILS. How Made and How Used. 63 illus-

trations. i6mo, boards 50

ISHERWOOD (B. F.) Engineering Precedents for Steam Ma-
chinery. Arranged in tne most practical and useful manner
for Engineers. With illustrations. Two volumes in one.
8vo, cloth 2 50

JANNETTAZ (EDWARD). A Guide to the Determination of
Rocks: being an Introduction to Lithology. Translated
from the French by G. W. Plympton, Professor of Physical
Science at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. i2mo, cloth 1 «jo

JEFFERS (Capt. W. N.. U. S. N.) Nautical Surveying. Illus-
trated with 9 copperplates and 31 wood-cut illustrations.
8vo, cloth 5 00

JONES (H. CHAPMAN). Text-Book of Experimental Or-
ganic Chemistry for Students. i8mo, cloth I 00

JOYNSON (F. H.) The Metals used in Construction: Iron,
Steel, Bessemer Metal, etc., etc. Illustrated. i2mo, cloth. 75

Designing and Construction of Machine Geanng. Illus-
trated. 8vo, cloth 2 00

KANSAS CITY BRIDGE (THE). With an account of the
Regimen of the Missouri River, and a description of the
methods used for Founding in that River. By O. Chanute,
Chief-Engineer, and George Morrison, Assistant-Engineer.
Illustrated with five lithographic views and twelve plates of
plans. 4to, cloth 6 00

KING (W. H.) Lessons and Practical Notes on Steam, the
Steam-Engine, Propellers, etc., etc

,
for young Marine En-

gineers, Students, and others. Revised by Chief-Engineer
J. W. King, U. S. Navy. Nineteenth edition, enlarged.
Bvo, cloth 2 00

KIRKWOOD (JAS. P.) Report on the Filtration of River
Waters for the supply of Cities, as practised in Europe,
made to the Board of Water Commissioners of the City of
St. Louis. Illustrated by 30 double-plate engravings. 4to,
cloth 15 00

LARRABEE (C. S.) Cipher and Secret Letter and Telegra-
phic Code, with Hogg’s Improvements. The most perfect
secret code ever invented or discovered. Impossible to read
without the key. i8mo, cloth I 00

LOCK (C. G.), WIGNER (G W.), and HARLAND (R. H.)
Sugar Growing and Refining. Treatise on the Culture of
Sugar-Yielding Plants, and tne Manufacture and Refining of
Cane, Beet, and other sugars. 8vo, cloth, illustrated 12 00
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LOCKWOOD (THOS. D.) Electricity, Magnetism, and Elec-
tro-Telegraphy. A Practical Guide for Students, Operators,
and Inspectors. 8vo, cloth (In press)

LORING (A. E.) A Hand-Book on the Electro-Magnetic Tele-
graph. Paper boards ®o co
Cloth

9
2 -

Morocco '

i oo

MacCORD (Prof. C. W.) A Practical Treatise on the Slide-
Valve by Eccentrics, examining by methods the action of
the Eccentric upon the Slide-Valve, and explaining the prac-
tical processes of laying out the movements, adapting the
valve for its various duties in the steam-engine. Second edi-
tion Illustrated. 4to, cioth 2 50

McCULLOCH (Prof. R S.) Elementary Treatise on the Me-
chanical Theory of Heat, and its application to Air and
Steam Engines. 8vo, cloth 3 50

MERRILL (Col. WM. E., U. S. A.) Iron Truss Bridges for
Railroads. The method of calculating strains in Trusses,
with a careful comparison of the most prominent Trusses, in

reference to economy in combination, etc., etc. Illustrated.
4to, cloth 5 00

MICHAELIS (Capt. O. E., U. S. A.) The Le Boulenge
Chronograph, with three lithograph folding plates of illus-

trations. 4to, cloth 3 00

MICHIE (Prof. P. S.) Elements of Wave Motion relating to
Sound and Light. Text-Book forthe U.S. Military Acade-
my. 8vo, cloth, illustrated 500

MINIFIE (WM.) Mechanical Drawing. A Text-Book of Geo-
metrical Drawing for the use of Mechanics and Schools, in

which the Definitions and Rules of Geometry are familiarly
explained

;
the Practical Problems are arranged, from the

most simple to the more complex, and in their description
technicalities are avoided as much as possible. With illus-

trations for Drawing Plans, Sections, and Elevations of
Railways and Machinery; an Introduction to Isometrical
Drawing, and an Essay on Linear Perspective and Shadows.
Illustrated with over 200 diagrams engraved on steel. Ninth
edition. With an Appendix on the Theory and Application
of Colors. 8vo, cloth 4 00

“ It is the best work on Drawing that we have ever seen, and is

especially a text-book of Geometrical Drawing for the use of Me-
chanics and Schools. No young Mechanic, such as a Machinist,
Engineer, Cabinet-maker, Millwright, or Carpenter, should be with-
out it.”—Scientific American.

Geometrical Drawing. Abridged from the octavo edi-
tion, for the use of schools. Illustrated with forty-eight
steel plates. Fifth edition. i2mo, cloth 2 00
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MODERN METEOROLOGY. A Series of Six Lectures, de-
livered under the auspices of the Meteorological Society
in 1878. Illustrated. i2mo, cloth $153

>RRIS (E.) Easy Rules for the Measurement of Earth-
works, by Means of the Prismoidal Formula. 78 illustra-
tions. 8vo, cloth 1 50

MOTT (H. A., Jr.) A Practical Treatise on Chemistry (Quali-
tative and Quantitative Analysis), Stoichiometry, Blow-pipe
Analysis, Mineralogy, Assaying, Pharmaceutical Prepara-
tions, Human Secretions, Specific Gravities, Weights and
Measures, etc., etc., etc. New edition, 1883. 650 pages.
8vo, cloth 4 oc

NAQUET (A.) Legal Chemistry. A Guide to the Detection of
Poisons, Falsification of Writings, Adulteration of Alimen-
tary and Pharmaceutical Substances, Analysis of Ashes,
ana examination of Hair, Coins, Arms, and Stains, as ap-
plied to Chemical Jurisprudence, for the use of Chemists,
Physicians, Lawyers, Pharmacists, and Experts. Translat-
ed, with additions, including a list of books and Memoirs on
Toxicology, etc., from the French. By J. P. Battershall,
Ph.D., with a preface by C. F. Chandler, Ph.D., M.D.,
LL.D. i2mo, cloth 2 00

NOBLE (W.H.) Useful Tables. Pocket form, cloth 50

NUGENT (E.) Treatise on Optics ; or, Light and Sight, theo-
retically and practically treated, with the application to
Fine Art and Industrial Pursuits. With 103 illustrations.
i2mo, cloth 1 c;o

PEIRCE (B.) System of Analytic Mechanics. 4to, cloth 10 00

PLANE JABLE (THE). Its Uses in Topographical Survey-
ing. From the Papers of the U. S. Coast Survey. Illustrat-

ed. C/c, cloth 2 00

“ This work gives a description of the Plane Table employed at
the U. S. Coast Survey office, and the manner of using it.”

PLATTNER. Manual of Qualitative and Quantitative An-
alysis with the Blow-Pipe. From the last German edition,
revised and enlarged. By Prof. Th. Richter, of the Royal
Saxon Mining Academy. Translated by Prof H. B. Corn-
wall, assisted by John H. Caswell. Illustrated with 87 wood-
cuts and one lithographie plate. Fourth edition, revised,

560 pages. 8vo, cloth 5 00

VMPTON (Prof. GEO. W.) The Blow-Pipe. A Guide to its

use in the Determination of Salts and Minerals. Compiled
from various sources. i2mo, cloth 1 50— The Aneroid Barometer: Its Construction and Use.
Compiled from several sources. i6mo, boards, illustrated, 50
Morocco 1 00
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PLYMPTON (Prof. GEO. W.) The Star-Finder, or Plani-
sphere, with Movable Horizon Printed in colors on fine

card-board, and in accordance with Proctor’s Star Atlas. . ,$i oo

POCKET LOGARITHMS, to Pour Places of Decimals, includ- *

ing Logarithms of Numbers, and Logarithmic Sines and
Tangents to Single Minutes. To which is added a Table of
Natural Sines, Tangents, and Co-Tangents. i6mo, boards, 50
Morocco I 00

POOK (S. M.) Method of Comparing the Lines and Draught-
ing Vessels propelled by Sail or Steam. Including a chap-
ter on Laying-off on the Mould-Loft Floor. 1 vol. 8vo, with
illustrations, cloth 5 00

POPE (F. L.) Modern Practice of the Electric Telegraph. A
Hand-Book for Electricians and Operators. Eleventh edi-
tion, revised and enlarged, and fully illustrated. 8vo, cloth. 2 00

PRESCOTT (Prof. A. B.) Outlines of Proximate Organic An-
alysis, for the Identification, Separation, and Quantitative
Determination of the more commonly occurring Organic
Compounds. i2mo, cloth 1 75

Chemical Examination of-Alcoholic Liquors. A Manual
of the Constituents of the Distilled Spirits and Fermented
Liquors of Commerce, and their Qualitative and Quantita-
tive Determinations. i2mo, cloth I 50

First Book in Qualitative Chemistry. Second edition.
i2mo, cloth I 50

PYNCHON (Prof. T. R.) Introduction to Chemical Physics,
designed for the use of Academies, Colleges, and High-
Schools. Illustrated with numerous engravings, and con-
taining copious experiments with directions for preparing
them. New edition, revised and enlarged, and illustrated

by 269 illustrations on wood. Crown 8vo, cloth 3 00

RAMMELSBERG (C. F.) Guide to a Course of Quantitative
Chemical Analysis, especially of Minerals and Furnace Pro-
ducts. Illustrated by Examples. Translated by J. Towler,
M.D. 8vo, cloth 2 25

RANDALL (P. M.) Quartz Operator’s Hand-Book. New edi-

tion, revised and enlarged, fully illustrated. i2mo, cloth.. . 2 00

RANKINE (W. J. M.) Applied Mechanics, comprising Prin-
ciples of Statics, Cinematics, and Dynamics, and Theory
of Structures, Mechanism, and Machines. Crown 8vo,

cloth. Tenth edition. London ....500

A Manual of the Steam-Engine and other Prime Movers,
with numerous tables and illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth.

Tenth edition. London, 1882 5 00

A Selection from the Miscellaneous Scientific Papers of,

with Memoir by P. G. Tait, and edited by W. J. Millar, C.E.
8vo, cloth. London, 1880 10 00
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RANKINE (VV. J. M.) A Manual of Machinery and Mill-woric.

Fourth edition. Crown 8vo. London, 1881 . $5 oo

Civil Engineering, comprising Engineering Surveys.
Earthwork, Foundations, Masonry, Carpentry, Metal-
works, Roads, Railways, Canals, Rivers, Water-works,
Harbors, etc., with numerous tables and illustrations.

Fourteenth edition, revised by E. F. Bamber, C.E. 8vo.

London, 1883 6 50

Useful Rules and Tables for Architects, Builders, Car-
penters, Coachbuilders, Engineers, Founders, Mechan-
ics, Shipbuilders, Surveyors, Typefounders, Wheelwrights,
etc. Sixth edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. London, 1883 4 00

and BAMBER (E. F.) A Mechanical Text-Book; or,

Introduction to the Study of Mechanics and Engineering.
8vo, cl »th. London, 1875 3 so

RICE :Prof. J. M.) and JOHNSON (Prof. W. W.) On a New
Method of Obtaining the Differentials of Functions, with
especial reference to the Newtonian Conception of Rates or
Velocities. i2mo, paper 50

ROGERS (Prof. H. D.) The Geology of Pennsylvania. A Gov-
ernment Survey, with a General View of the Geology of the
United States, Essays on the Coal Formation and its Fos-
sils, and a description of the Coal F ields of North America
and Great Britain. Illustrated with Plates and Engravings
in the text. 3 vols. 4to, cloth, with Portfolio of Maps 30 00

ROEBiMNG(J A) Long and Short Span Railway Bridges
Illustrated with large copperplate engravings of plans and
views. Imperial folio, cloth 25 00

ROSE (JOSHUA, M.E.) The Pattern-Maker’s Assistant, em-
bracing Lathe Work, Branch Work Core Work,Sweep Work,
and Practical Gear Constructions, the Preparation and Use
of Tools, together with a large collection of useful and val-
uable Tables. Third edition. Illustrated with 250 engrav-
ings. 8vo, cloth 2 50

SABINE (ROBERT). History and Progress of the Electric Tel-
egraph, with descriptions of some of the apparatus. Second
edition, with additions, i2mo, cloth .... 1 25

SAELTZER(ALEX ) Treatise on Acoustics in connection with
Ventilation i2mo, cloth 1 00

SCHUMANN (F ) A Manual of Heating and Ventilation in
its Practical Application for the use of Engineers and Archi-
tects, embracing a series of Tables and Formulae for dimen-
sions of heating, flow and return pipes for steam and hot-
water bdilers, flues, etc., etc. i2mo. Illustrated. Full
roan 1 50

Formulas and Tables for Architects and Engineers in
calculating the strains and capacity of structures in Iron
and Wood. i.?mo, morocco, tucks 2 50
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SAWYER (W. E.) Electric-Lighting by Incandescence, and
its Application to Interior Illumination. A Practical
Treatise. With 96 illustrations. Third edition. 8vo, cloth.$2 50

SCRIBNER (J. M.) Engineers’ and Mechanics’ Companion,
comprising United States Weights and Measures, Mensura-
tion of Superfices and Solids, Tables of Squares and Cubes,
Square and Cube Roots, Circumference and Areas of Cir-
cles, the Mechanical Powers, Centres of Gravity, Gravita-
tion of Bodies, Pendulums, Specific Gravity 01 Bodies,
Strength, Weight, and Crush of Materials, Water-Wheels,
Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Statics, Centres of Percussion
and Gyration, Friction Heat, Tables of the Weight of
Metals, Scantling, etc., Steam and the Steam-Engine.
Nineteenth edition, revised, i6mo, full morocco 1 50

Engineers’, Contractors’, and Surveyors’ Pocket Table-
Book. Comprising Logarithms of Numbers, Logarithmic
Sines and Tangents, Natural Sines and Natural Tangents,
the Traverse Table, and a full and complete set of Excava-
tion and Embankment Tables, together with numerous
other valuable tables for Engineers, etc. Eleventh edition,

revised, i6mo, full morocco 1 50

SHELLEN (Dr. H.) Dynamo-Electric Machines. Translated,
with much new matter on American practice, and many il-

lustrations which now appear for the first time in print.

8vo, cloth, New York (In press)

SHOCK (Chief-Eng. W. H.) Steam-Boilers: their Design,
Construction, and Management. 450 pages text. Illustrated

with iv) wood-cuts and 36 full-page plates (several double).

Quarto. Illustrated. Half morocco 1500

SHUNK (W. F.) The Field Engineer. A handy book of prac-

tice in the Survey, Location, and Track-work of Railroads,

containing a large collection of Rules and Tables, original

and selected, applicable to both the Standard and Narrow
Gauge, and prepared with special reference to the wants of

the young Engineer. Third edition. i2mo, morocco,
tucks 2 50

SHIELDS (J. E.) Notes on Engineering Construction. Em-
bracing Discussions of the Principles involved, and Descrip-
tions of the Material employed in Tunnelling, Bridging^
Canal and Road Building, etc., etc. i2mo, cloth 1 50

SHREVE (S. H ) A Treatise on the Strength of Bridges and
Roofs. Comprising the determination of Algebraic formu-
las for strains in Horizontal, Inclined or Rafter, Triangular,
Bowstring, Lenticular, and other Trusses, from fixed and
moving loads, with practical applications and examples, for

the use of Students and Engineers. 87 wood-cut illustra-

tions. Third edition. 8vo, cloth 3 50
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SIMMS (F. W.) A Treatise on the Principles and Practice of
Levelling; showing its application to purposes of Railway
Engineering and the Construction of Roads, etc. Revised
and corrected, with the addition of Mr. Laws’s Practical
Examples for setting out Railway Curves. Illustrated. 8vo,
cloth $2 so

1LLMAN (PAUL). Steam-Engine Indicator, and the Im-
proved Manometer Steam and Vacuum Gauges—their Utility

and Application. New edition. i2mo, flexible cloth i oo

STONEY (B. D.) The Theory of Strains in Girders and similar
structures, with observations on the application of Theory
to Practice, and Tables of Strength and other properties of
Materials. New and revised edition, ei. larged. Royal 8vo,

664 pages. Complete in one volume 8vo, cloth 1250

STUART (CHAS. B., U. S. N.J The Naval Dry Docks of the
United States. Illustrated with 24 engravings on steel.

Fourth edition, fcloth 6 00

The Civil and Military Engineers of America. With q
finely executed portraits of eminent engineers, and illus-

trated by engravings of some of the most important works
constructed in America. 8vo, cloth 5 00

STUART (B.) How to Become a Successful Engineer. Being
Hints to Youths intending to adopt the Profession. Sixth
edition. i2mo, boards 50

SWEET (S. H.) Special Report on Coal, showing its Distri-

bution, Classification, and Cost delivered over different

routes to various points in the State of New York and the
principal cities on the Atlantic Coast. With maps. 8vo,
cloth 3 00

TEXT-BOOK (A) ON SURVEYING, Projections, and Port-
able Instruments, for the Use of the Cadet Midshipmen at
the U. S. Naval Academy. Nine lithographed plates and
several wood-cuts. 8vo, cloth 2 00

TONER (J. M.) Dictionary of Elevations and Climatic Reg-
ister of the United States. Containing, in addition to Ele-
vations, the Latitude, Mean Annual Temperature, and the
total Annual Rain-iall of many localities

;
wdth a brief in-

troduction on the Orographic and Physical Peculiarities of
North America. 8vo, cloth 3 75

TUCKER (Dr. J. H.) A Manual of Sugar Analysis, includ-
ing the Applications in General ot Analytical Methods to
the Sugar Industry. With an Introduction on the Chemis-
try of Cane Sugar, Dextrose, Levulose, and Milk Sugar.
8vo, cloth, illustrated 3 50

TUNNER (P.) A Treatise on Roll-Turning for the Manufac-
ture of Iron Translated and adapted by John B. Pearse,
of the Pennsylvania Steel-Works, with numerous engrav-
ings, wood-cuts, and folio atlas of plates 10 00
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VAN WAGENEN (T. F.) Manual of Hydraulic Mining, for
the use of the Practical Miner. i2mo, cloth $i oo

WALKER (W. H.) Screw Propulsion. Notes on Screw Pro-
pulsion : Its Rise and History. 8vo, cloth 75

WANKLYN (J. A.) A Practical Treatise on the Examination
of Milk and its Derivatives, Cream, Butter, and Cheese.
i2mo, cloth 1 00

WATT (ALEX.) Electro-Metallurgy, Practically Treated.
Sixth edition, with considerable additions i2mo, cloth 100

WE 1SBACH (JULIUS). A Manual of Theoretical Mechanics.
Translated from the fourth augmented and improved Ger-
man edition, with an introduction to the Calculus, by Eck-
ley B. Coxe, A.M., Mining Engineer. 1,100 pages, and 902
wood-cut illustrations. 8vo, cloth 10 00

WEYRAUCH (J. J.) Strength and Calculations of Dimen-
sions of Iron and Steel Construction, with reference to
the Latest Experiments. i2mo, cloth, plates 1 00

WILLIAMSON (R. S ) On the use of the Barometer on Sur-
veys and Reconnoissances. Parti. Meteorology in its Con-
nection with Hypsometry. Part II. Barometric Hypsom-
etry. With Illustrative Tables and Engravings. 4to, cloth is 00

Practical Tables in Meteorology and Hypsometry, in con-
nection with the use of the Barometer. 4to, cloth 2 50

Complete 112-page Catalogue of works in

every department of science sent postpaid to

any address on receipt of ten cents in postage

stamps.
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